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ABSTRACT

A single, authoriÞtive discourse in a society is manifested through the

accumulation of the voices of those people whose power and political interests

exist in a relation of mutual support with it. These people usually control the

modes of dissemination of ideas within the society, whether by the direct

ownership of newspäpers or publishing houses, or by the inheritance of a

Tradition perpetuated through written texts. The hegemonic power of this

discourse allows it to define the ofücial truths of the society and to believe that

these truths are universal. However, the prevailing singular logic excludes voices

which do not agree with the oñicial discourse, seeing them as exceptions that

prove the rule. These alternative voices must be silenced if the dominant

discourse's privileged position is to be maintained.

Many novelists seek to challenge the dominance of a single authorlzed

discourse within society, trying to introduce usually excluded voices into the

community of voices that make up their novels, ln Margaret Sweatman's novel,

Fox, set during the winnipeg General strike, the dominant discourse resides with

the capitalist property owners. sweatman seeks to represent the voices that exist

outside of the privileged positions, including the socialist voices which she

encodes with a weight to rival the capitalists' authority in her novel. Audrey

Thomas, in Graven lmages, ofiers a feminist rewriting of hegemonic patriarchal

truths and strategies of inscription. The Enolish Patient, by Michael Ondaatje,

explores the privileged imperial power in a colonial world and its demise afrer

World War ll; this environment ofiers a possibility for new inscriptions and

envisionings of authority. while the influence of the past and lts assumptions of



the world cannot be escaped, by facing them and trying to rewrite our readings of

them, a writer may make the way toward a new understanding of power

relationships within communities.

l ,



INTRODUCTION

Roland Bañhes tells us that "Hearing is a physiological phenomenon;

listening is a psychological acf' (245). This statement (two statements really)

ofrers manifold repercussions. To begin with, it places the "hearing,'subjecl in a

position of passivity (sound reception is a ,'phenomenon"); the subject,s body

receives sounds which cause the chemical and biological sensing apparatus

within the bodyto reverberate and to produce a sensation of the sound. we have

little choice as to what we hear, then, other than removing ourselves from the

vicinity of the source of the sounds, because, being around us, they reach our

ears, setting ofr biological vibrations without our conscious involvement.

"Listening," on the other hand, infers an agency (it is an "acf') that allows the

subject some will, some choice about what sounds he will allow to penetrate

further into the consciousness. The performance of listening assumes that a

subject adds his attention to the sound waves received by the ear. Barthes

distinguishes these two processes, therefore, by their varying degrees of psychic

involvement.

Reading a novel requires a very different set of sense organs¡ the site of

reception being the eyes rather than the ears, though we commonly use the

metaphor of speech for the novel, The act of reading a novel already requires an

agency of the reader, and the degree of attention necessary resembles that

needed for "listening." Voices in a novel, then, to slip into the metaphor, require

the attentiveness that would suggest that the reader "listens,, to all voices within

the story. However, Barthes' conception of the difference in active involvement

between "hearing" and "listening" does parallel the attentions we bring to reading
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novelistic voices.l Barthes' notion of a disparity of attention can hold for the

amount of authority those voices earry within the novelistic world. The difference

in agency becomes a question of which character carries enough authority to

merit the reade/s special consideration. Dominant discourses within a novelistic

world can carry more weight with the reader than the voices over which they

prevail. The writer, through various encoding strategies, can manipulate the

authority of the voices either to replícate the power dynamics she sees in the

larger world or to challenge these relations. whichever voice or voices she

decides to privilege, the autho/s tactics encourage the reader to attend

particularly upon some voices, to,'listen,'to certain voices, and to pay less

attention to others.

some voices in a novel may be representative of traditionally authorized

discourses in the outside world, voices that enjoy a position of power within this

society that ensures that they receive attention. Michel Foucault describes some

aspects of the development of these authorized centres of power in his book,

Discipline and Punish. Foucault writes that this cenhe, through the arts of social

discipline, stabilizes the "normal,,: ,,The power of the Norm appears through the

disciplines' . . . [s]ince the eighteenth century, it has joined other powers - the

Law, the word (ParolQ and the Text, Tradition - imposing new delimitations

upon them" (184). The relationship between the power centre, or the Norm, and

these other powers allows the centre to push nonconforming elements of a society

to the periphery. The central philosophies can be shared amongst and passed

down through generations, thus setting up a tradition of privilege for those

individuals who practise the discourse. A continued belief in the cenkal

assumptions leads to a further increase in power when the next generation

inherits the discourse because the perspectives enter their lives as "nature" and

"truth'" The Norm begins to operate as a truth that is "objective" and "universal,,,
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existing prior to ind¡viduals and believed to be passively received rather than

actively recreated.

Ihe cenke's resulting control over such notions as,,truth" and',nature"

allows it to assert its power to define all members of a society. Accepting the

Norm's voice unquestioningly in its expression of universal 'Truth" means that

alternative views exist as "exceptions that prove the rule" (in spite of the self-

contradictory quality of this statement). The citizen then "hears" the unauthorized

voices but does not "listen" to them. power centres, according to Foucault, set up

institutions of punishment, including prisons and asylums, to deal with challenges

to the Norm. whether verbal, written, or physical, this opposition, which is to say

conka-diction, finds itself defined by the Law as mad or illegal - by the word as

evil, by Tradition as implausible or unrealistic - and subject to suitable

punishments or banishments. Therefore, when these power centres become

hegemonic, they can function to silence alternative views in favour of those that

are "normal."

The work of Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin offers a productive way to explore

the power relations between a hegemonic discourse and other discourses in a

novel. He echoes Foucault's conception ofthe Norm in addressing such

discursive relationships, as he does in The problems in Dostoyevsky,s poetics:

lf there is at the disposal of a given epoch some authoritative and stabilized

medium of refraction, then conventionalized discourse in one or another of

its varieties will dominate, with a greater or lesser degree of conventionality.

. . . cultured discourse is discourse refracted through an authoritative and

sùabilized medium. (202-3)

A society or novel that contains this "medium of refraction," then, also contains

voices that cannot be heard because they dwell apart from the official discourse.

An author who wants to include these voices must give voice to some characters
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that she does not oÊen hear in the outside world and lessen the authority of some

frequently heard voiees. ln order to be truly what Bakhtin would call "dialogic,,'

and to disrupt a hegemonic monologue, a novel must present a range of voices in

conversation with each other. Thus, an author cannot simply take a position

opposlng the Norm and sllenclng the domlnant dlscourse wlthln her text. Thls

strategy would simply create another "monologism" which would be as limited and

limiting as the original authority. But Bakhtin's kind of multi-voicedness in the

novel produces a forum where voices vie for authority with each other. ln creating

such a world within the novel the author can oveúurn or at least reconfigure the

power dynamics between voices to produce dialogues not always obvious or

available in the outside world.

Bakhtin's system of discourses further enables us to see voices in a way

that allows for their complexity and multiplicity. According to his system, what I

am calling voice exists in the novel as a "novelistic image," one thatthe author

manipulates in ways that include their placing within the novel and their style of

representation. These images form what Bakhtin, in his book The Dialogic

lmagination, calls "a system of intersecting planes" in the middle of which lies the

author or "the centre of organization where all levels intersect,' (4g-g). Each

plane, then, represents a particular point of view, a plane of discourse; the author

maintains a plane of discou¡se within her novel that comments on the other

voices, or exists in dialogic relation with them. Likewise, the other images exist in

dialogic relation with each other. The social relationships of voices, their

criticisms of each other, expose each one's limits, thereby reducing the likelihood

that any one particular world view is all-inclusive and worthy of hegemonic power.

lnstead, the possibilities for meanings and truths become a constant process of

negotiation within this community of voices. This system enables a reader to

envision the voices in a novel as entities not easily defined or static but as
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v¡ewpoints which are both individual and social in origin. The voices are as

complex and as mutable as the speakers themselves.

The social aspects of voices allow them to share meaning with others;

discourse as a social entity requires multiple participants in order to function.

shared meanlng, whlch ls to say systems that lndlvlcluals can parflclpate ln,

allows political movements and structures to form. lt becomes both the source of

power and the expression or implementation of that power because language

supports power structures, and power structures in turn support those who use

the language. Thus shared meaning systems contribute to social power even as

such power perpetuates the meaning systems.

The reciprocity holds for language communities too. within the community

of voices that a writer creates, some voices enjoy the support of large and

powerful language communities while others exist as eccentric, as off-centre. All

voices in a novel, however, are, to borrow Bakhtin's term, "refracted,, through the

writing subject, lf the reader envisions the narrator as the ,,medium of refraction,'

or the centre of Bakhtin's planes of discourse, then this narrator occupies a

position with the power to become a hegemonic voice in the novel in the same

way as Foucaulfs Norm. The narrator can become the dominant discourse, the

centre, in the society of the novelistic world, and as a result can push the rest of

the voices in the novel to the periphery. Voices within the novel (similar to those

within society) that agree with the narratorial centre would then enjoy greater

privilege than those that disagree. The writer, therefore, must undercut her own

power within the planes of discourses of her novel in order not to become a

monologic voice that s¡lences others.

The nanator's perspective, then, varies with his proximity to the characters

whose stories he is telling. one way this narrator can stylistically differentiate his

own shnce from that of a character's discourse is to render this voice in Direct
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Discourse. Direct discourse, according to Michael J. Toolan, is speech that

"purports to be a faithfut verbatim repoft of a person's actual words (although we

accept, in literature, that all sorts of likely pauses, reformulations, repairs, and

dialectical features are partially if not completely removed)" (120). The

represented speech ol the characters usually appears wlthln quotatlon marks,

setting it off as "actual" speech rather than marking it as over{y filtered through an

author or narrator. Direct "quotations" from the characters leave the narrator or

author at a distance from their speech, giving the illusion that the characters are

speaking for themselves. ln Bakhtin's terms, this strategy allows a distancing of
the authorial plane of discourse from the pariicular characters who speak in direct

discourse. From that distance, the narrator enjoys the freedom to criticize the

dominant discourse either openly, by making comments in the text about its

assumptions, or implicitly, by letting it stand on its own to be criticized by voices

the author sets in juxtaposition to it.

There are several stylistic strategies that a writer can utilize to produce the

efiectthatthe narrator and a character share discursive perspectives. one ofthe

most efrective ways for a narrator to achieve proximity with a character is to use

Free lndirect Discourse. This method of inscription Toolan defines as being

s¡tuated between direct discourse and indlrect discourse (in which ,,the narrator

purports to provide an accurate versrbn of what the speaker said, but not by

simply reproducing that speaker's own words: instead, the nanato/s words and

deictic orientation are retained" (120)). Rather than appearing within the overt

discursive plane of the narrator, or within the quoted words of a character himself,

voices inscribed in free indirect discourse represent ,'mixings or mergings of

narrator¡al indirectness with characterological directness,,(120). oñen, it appears

as a statement encoded in third person that would seem to convey a first-person

point of view. such representation makes it unclear whether the narraior or the
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character is speaking; ofren the appearance of the text itserf reflects this
ambiguity, the words of the characters appearing within the textuar domain of the
narrator, not set apart by quotation ma¡ks or by separate paragraphs. This kind of
inscription opens an ambiguous terrain, one in which the character seemingry

speaks for herserf, and yet speaks from a pos¡tion very close to the narrator,s own
central perspective. The new power that a previously unauthorized voice receives

from this position arrows that voice to speak with authority, or to gain a speciar

hearing, within the text.

To chailenge the potentiar monorogism of writing, though, the nanator must
be seen to allow a broader range of potentiar viewpoints than the one that he

happens to hold. rf he does so, the need for absorute authority is rerinquished,

and the nover becomes a conversation rather than a monorogue. Thus, the writer
who tries to write against the need for absorute authority, and against an ex¡sting

hegemonic voice, must try not to replace one dominant discourse with another.

one way to resist that rikerihood is to openry expose the centre from which the
narrator writes, so that his voice can be sited as much as the other voices. By
showing that the narrato/s voice issues from a single subject as do the voices of
other characters in the nover, the narrator encourages the reader to bear in mind
the limitations of any speech, the narrato/s among them. This strategy forestails

a belief that third-person omniscient modes of writing oñen invite - that the reader
can agree with a monologic "truth" or "realism" being claimed by the story. The
openly subjective narrator contests the existing assumptions of ',huth,, without
replacing them with a similar claim of absolute truth for himself.

The hegemonic power in Margaret sweatman's Fox ries within the capitarist

discourse of property owners during the winnipeg Generar strike. rn their
perpetuation of power these men operate to sirence other potentiar understandings

of the world. The main chailenge to this discourse is represented by the sociarist
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movement that initiates the strike. participants in this movement attempt to push

their voices into the fo¡um where society's decisions are made in order to feel that

they are being represented in these decisions. ln tackling this subject matter,

sweatman creates a novel that is full of voices. These voices not only function as

clearly representatlve of elther the soclalist or capltallst sldes of the dlspute, but

also as indicative of still other characters who do not enjoy representation on

either side of the political binary. Through various textual strategies of encoding

sweatman attempts to reduce the authority of the central discourse of this society

and redistribute it among a broader range of voices. This redistribution works to

offer a potential alternative to the seemingly inevitable violence of viewing the

world in simplistic binaries, a viorence that prays itself out in the violent

confrontation of the politically contentious parties in the streets of winnipeg. ln
rewriting social authority in such a way as to spread the powers in the novel

among several communities of voices, sweatman offers the reader the possibility

for a less "violent" strategy of reading,

ln Audrey Thomas's Graven lmages the dominant discourse that the

nanator challenges is situated in the pahiarchal inscriptions of history and, via that

Tradition, the patriarchal assumptions of our society. The novel appears to be the

autobiography of the narrator, charlotte, who is also writing a novel within the

story we read, charlotte, in both her autobiography and her novel, strives to write

aga¡nst the patriarchal pressures that she feels influencing her pen and her

intellect. As well, she struggles to g¡ve a voice to her mother whom charlotte

thinks has been silenced by the pahiarchs. charlotte's story is in some ways a

story of only a single voice, hers, that f¡lters the other voices in her role as narrator.

But rhomas's methods of encoding these other voices do not accord charlotte an

absolute authority within the text. charlotte instead constanfly admits the

limitations of her words in their capacity for representing the outside world. For
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charlotte, who does not inherit a discourse credited with "truth,', understanding

the world requires the constant performance of making sense. The acts of writing

and speaking (assuming it is even possible to form an understanding of the world

without them) fufther complicate matters because of the limited capacity of

linguistic representation of the outside world. The gap between the texfs words

and outside world is too large in Thomas's novel to be easily reconciled. The

admission of the limitations of subjectivity, along with the powers of storytelling,

allows Thomas, through her narrator, to create an alternative to the hegemonic

patriarchy which, missing the claims of absolutes, is not as closed to a play of

discourses.

ln The English Patient by Michael ondaatje the main manifestation of the

dominant discourse exists as the power of England in particular, but Europe more

generally, and this centre's hegemony over colonial lands. paralleling that power

relationship, the writer occupies a position of possible domination of the other

voices in the novel. The narratois power to name the world that he creates in his

novel resembles the power of a dominant culture to name the rest of the world

where it comes to occupy, ln post-second world war ll Europe, however, site of

the villa where the story takes place, many of the structures, both of art and of

architecture, that represent the greatness of western civilization, lay in ruins. The

physical geography appears as a wasterand of debris, indicative of the psychic

landscapes of the victims of this violence, similarly broken. The great English

colonial power lies recuperating in a metaphoric hospital bed, represented by a

patient who has been identified as English. The rest of the characters explore

relationships with each other within this complicated new era of the post-war, post-

colonial, posLmodern world. The narrator explores the complexities within this

world, too, encoding the voices with a constant awareness of their mortality, and

reflecting that awareness in a knowledge of his own limitations. As the English
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patient tells his story he simultaneously loses the limiiless authority that comes

automatically with his cultural markings as English. speaking proves to be his

undoing because as he tells his love story, which exposes his own psychic pain,

he gives away his identity to his war-time enemy, Caravaggio. The English

patlent becomes a man rather than a source of hlgher power at the same ilme as

he gains the sympathies of his former enemy.

These three novels, then, offer challenges to the dominant discourse in one

form or another. Each demands a very fluid envisioning of Bakhtin's system of

voices because the voices exist always in relation to, in mutual influence with,

other voices. Each writer pushes even further to question the notion of stable

identity itself, setting before us characters who find it difficult to get a sense of who

they are. Thus, siting these voices becomes a very complicated operation, and

separating them into difrerent planes itself foregrounds the cultural (and ,,artificial,,)

basis of human identity. However, each voice is positioned within an individual

body and these individuals make up larger, politically powerful groups at the same

time as they remain vulnerable as individuals in a world of human mortality and

subjective limitations. Therefore, the positioning of speeches in terms of their

discursive perspectives becomes very important in exploring the power

relationships between characters and their discourses.
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CHAPTER 1: Margaret Sweatman's Fox

One challenge posed by late twenfleth-century metaphyslcs, parilcularly

feminist and deconskuctionist theory, disputes the binary qualities of western

pahiarchal kaditions of thought.2 shategies to define ourselves both individually

and culturally have tended to rely on binary oppositions such as male/female,

good/evil, white/other, and body/soul. Although the presence of binaries in our

thinking may be inescapable, how we envision or apply these binaries can

certainly be varied and altered. Traditional binary logic sharply separates the

poles, making one positive and the other negative, and then demands a choice of

one side over the other. A person demanding an "either/o¡'' choice exposes his

own ¡nterests for he will always ascribe the positive pole to himself. lmpliciily, this

decision situates "the othe/'on the negative side ofthat same binary and

therefore perpetuates an implicit hierarchy, within societies, the dominant social

power will determine what that society deems positive and negative. people

falling on the excluded side of that power are the marginalized, the powerless;

they have little voice within such a society because the people in the dominant

power circles do not listen to their side of the story.

when examined in terms of power struggres between individuar voices, any

definitions or judgments of these voices that base themselves on exclusive

binaries begin to look too simplistic and potentially violent. An "either/or,'world

does not allow a valid positlon in the middle or any hybrid position that adopts

pads of each world view. The assumption that placÌng a series of binaries in

parallel with one another in such a way that the "positive" and "negaiive" poles will

hold for all individual cases denies the possibility of complexity, which is to say
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any mixing of the terms. Even if it is easy to prace a specific viewpoint in a

political binary, for example, a voice so placed may not line up in a predictabre

way in a different - in, say, a gendered or racial - binary. Further, in societies

where the power dynamics allow the reduc,tion of an issue into two opposing

sides, the two sldes seemrngry generate antagonrsilc energy rn their batile for

supremacy. without other voices, ones that would complicate matters, the

argument can easily build to the point of physical violence. A more pluralistic

scheme would seem to be needed to account for the complexities of viewpoints

and interests that a society contains. A society that makes more than one or two

voices positive may be more able to share authority and thereby reduce the

possibility of violence.

Similarly, if a reader applies strict binary oppositions to the voices of a

novel, he risks excluding some voices as exceptions to a rule. Thus, a pluralistic

approach to reading voices in a novel, such as that available in Bakhtin,s system

of planes of discourse, can provide a less "violenf, method of reading.

ESX, by Margaret Sweatman, makes available several binaries that may

allow the reader to "take sides" as a reading strategy. perhaps because of its

overtly political nature, the novel appears to invite the reader to make a choice of

extremes in binaries: malelfemale, lefr-wing/right-wing, poetic/pragmatic,

individual/communal, or any other possible sets of opposites. But Fox is a novel

of voices, of the individuals who make up the general political definitions.

Reading the novel in terms of voices forces us to hear the exceptions to the binary

oppositions as well as the voices making up the poles. sweatman manipulates

the various voices to balance the authority that they carry. By exploring the role of

Bakhtin's "author," (what lwill call the implied author3), and her relationships with

the voices, the reader can appreciate how the centre of discourse manipulates

multiple voices to place them in contention for authority.
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ln the historicar worrd this nover presents, the capitarist property owners

constitute the authoritative discourse, assuming provenance at the dramatic level

of the story. Afrer all, these men have the powers of tradition, law, and even

religion supporting their ¡nterests. Their rules of etiquette, honour, manners, and

gentlemanly conduct serve to maintain a strict difrerentiation between classes in

post world war I winnipeg. But their worrd view depends on an "either/o/,

understanding of opposition. lt assumes an objective truth tied to God and Nature

that provides absolute stability and sees all challenges to its comfort as unnatural

and invalid if not ungodly. Drinkwater, for example, conceives of his discourse as

natural and therefore apolitical, saying that he will be happy in life because he

"'will always leave the politics to my servants"' (5). Drinkwater implies that he

somehow exists outside of politics and political action, enjoying a passive

presence in the natural state ofthings, This notion, however, means that other

traditions or possibilities of thought occupy unnatural, unjust and invalid realms.

The capitalists' justification for interrupting and silencing all challenges to their

privilege stems largely from forcing these other voices onto the negative poles of

their perceived binaries.

stylistically, the speech and writing that constitute the voices of the varlous

characters located within this power centre reveal these tactics of exclusion. Their

speech belies their perceived role as passive, even innocent, players in the

structures of truth and meaning. Reverend Bateman, thinking about Mary,

provides a good example:

A scone would be very nice, very nice indeed. . . . [WJell she's obviously

British, thafs a British complexion and there,s a sterling quality to her,

could only come from a British home. So there is no sense sitting in

silence with a pretty British girl. She can hear, can't she? She has sense

and the fine moral fìbre of her race, doesn't she? Well? (l g)
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The Reverend's speech is full of British phrases like ,,very nice indeed" and

"sterling qualiff'and he repeats the word British fourtimes, all of which show his

belief in and reliance on that tradition. secondly, his sentences are largely reliant

on the verb "to be" and "to have," -- "she is," ,'there 
is,,' "she has'-- implying that

the Reverend ls maklng slmple statements of fact. At the same flme, though, hls

adjectives and adverbs are abstract: he does not expand on why Mary is so

'obviously British," or what is "sterling" about her, or what is ,'fine,'and ,,moral"

about her "fibre." The implication, though, is that her white complexion

contributes to her positive inner qualities, giving the passage an undercurrent of

racism. Bateman seems to assume that he is observing an objective reality

whose truth would be apparent to anyone. Mary's ,,characteristics" 
and their

automatic connection with virtue support the notion that this discourse is objective,

and that people come to its meanings rather than taking part in the creation of

them.

Also noteworthy are the rhetorical questions with which Bateman ends this

paragraph: "can't she?," "doesn't she?.,' A split appears in the Reverend's voice,

as if he calls upon an objective truth to authorize the opinions that arise within his

own more subjective self. ln seeking an objective authority the Reverend looks for

some philosophical authorization shared by others with whom the Reverend

associates himself. He supports the dominant philosophy, one that values British

traditions of morality, and a social propriety that supports private property,

individualism before community. The repetition of the word "British,' exposes this

"objective" huth as a sign of inherited discourse, showing that meaning does not

exist outside of Reverend Bateman in ways he would like to believe it does, but

that he contents himself in recreating the meanings of traditional British

formulations of truth.
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Sir Rodney Trotter, a successful businessman and Mary,s father,

represents a major voice of the dominant values in the story but he offers an

interesting glimpse into the sometimes contradictory rationalizations that support

the predominant discourse. Not born into money or aristocratic blood, Rodney

has not achieved his status in the traditional or "natural" ways. However he has

managed to make a financial success of himself and has been accepted into the

upper classes. Rodney now occupies a position of mutual support with the

propertied classes. His parable of the rock articulates his viewpoint:

The trouble is, you must come such a long way from the particular to the

general. There is the limestone, on first glance an unremarkable bit of

greyish rock, but look closely and see the infinite particularities of individual

lives which would by themselves be lost to dust, through melding and

fusion, the one become a whole, stronger than time, in fact, welded in the

heat and pressure of time. . . . "lf s a question of the individual taking

precedence over the community.', . . . ,'These disturbances only serve to

magnify the differences between classes. Fragments of the community

organized wholly for their own benefit. Then, once they gain power, they

want to dictate what is right for the rest of us. And they frighten the

politicians into going along with it. lfs not my wish to frighten you, son, but

we're in grave danger." (76-77)

Rodney shows a complex vocabulary, one that does not share the Reverend,s

British constructions, but his speech resembles the Reverend's in other ways that

show their shared assumptions. Rodney, too, relies heavily on the verb "to be"

and gives the impresslon that he merely states facts. Although his nouns are

concrete and taken from the natural world, the speech itself is highly constructed,

relying as it does on the metaphor that limestone is like society. ln this way he

tries to naturalize his viewpoints, to sholv that his beliefs reflect nature and
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therefore are above political action. yet, as sweatman's strategies invite us to

observe, his act is a very creative one: Rodney has not found meaning as he

seems to assume but has øade connections and therefore confened meaning on

the world. He has, in many ways, reinscribed the beliefs that already exist in his

dlscourse. Hls lnscrlpflon, as any wfltlng act, represents a pollflcal process,

whether it agrees with existing philosophies or challenges them. Again, though,

those speaking from within the dominant discourse refuse to acknowledge any

agency on thei¡ paÉ, preferring to see action as the deshuctive strategy ofthe

enemy, and as a threat against the natural ways of the status quo.

The beliefs given voice by Rodney and Reverend Bateman enjoy the

benefits of almost exclusive control of the mediums of communication within their

society. The word of the law, the legislation written in parliament, the Word of

God, and the stories printed in newspapers all fall within, and support, the

interests of this dominant discourse. Control of the modes of mass

communication and law making and enforcement enables the holders of the

dominant discourse to protect the truth that that meaning demands. The big

winnipeg newspapers use a similar rhetoric that understands only compliance or

opposition, and their headlines leave litile doubt as to which side of the strike they

have taken. The Winnipeg Citizen announces its position:

CHOOSE BETWEEN THE SOLDIERS

WHOARE PROTECTING YOU

AND THE ALTENS WHO ARE THREATENTNG (116)

The Winnipeg Tribune writes in confident agreement:

WHO WILL GET THESE JOBS?

ALIEN ENEMIES OR

WAR VETERANS?

The Strike Committee's Answer:
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Starve the Babies

So Aliens Can Get Their Jobs (126)

The rhetoric of war, in words like "enemies,' and ,,veterans,,' presents the strike in

the same terms as the recently ended First world war. lt sets the sides of the

strike lnto factions of excluslve rlght and wrong, good and bad, ,,native,, and

foreign. The rhetoric of binary thought very clearly demands that citizens take

sides. These headlines, within the text, appearing as they do in capital letters,

startle the reader into giving them a heightened attention (if the words are

capitalized they "must" be important, they slvay us with their forcefulness),

emulating the power of these words to gain attention. As well each líne is

privileged in being cenked between leñ and right margins, reflecting their

assumption of the "centre" of society, forcing all other voices to the periphery.

lmplicitly, those people who agree with the choice made by the newspaper can

expect to be included within this cenke while others will be kept outside.

The law passed to end the strike repeats this logic of enemy and ally,

included and excluded:

Any pe,rson deemed to be a revolutionary who was born outside of
Canada, whether a British subject or a naturalized Canadian, wiil be

summarily shipped back to the land of his birth. (171)

The formulation of the problem into such hard and fast political and nationalist

binaries exhibits a violent oversimplification that almost demands a violent means

of solution, By seeing the socialist movemênt as ,'alien,, and belonging to the

"enemy," the dominant discourse tries to push it away, to violently silence it rather

than accept it as a valid world view.

Sweatman weakens the capitalists' authority in a number of ways, including

separating her narrator from their assumptions by presenting their speeches as

direct discourse. The implied author, occupying the space that this distancing
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prov¡des, comments negatively from its vantage point on the world vier¡r of the

capitalists. Her comments form the more obvious aspects of the authorial plânê of

discourse in the novel. one of them appears in the description of the soldiers

breaking up a socialist rally that MacDougal and Eleanor are watching:

Even still, MacDougal turns the buggy around as lf he's gohg to folrow the

hunters on their scourgê of the north end, but something in the trotting

pace of his team recalls him, something in the gentility of Eleanor's lacy

throat breaks the pace, the laughter moves like broken glass to the foreign

territory of the nofth end. (i 5)

By calling the capltalists' soldiers "hunters on their scourge" the implied author

clearly sides for the moment with the socialists who, struggling for political power,

are being silenced in such a violent way, she goes further in companng the

laughter to broken glass, recalling perhaps Kristallnachl,or The Night of Broken

Glass, a famous pogrom carried out by the Nazis against the Jews in Germany, A

second comment made by the implied author occurs in the description of the ice

slide at Eleanor's party: "Her father's Men have erected a gallows, no not a

gallows at all but an ice slide for the toboggans . . . " (3). This foregrounding of

the narration in the aitempt to withdraw a description which the narrator

provocatively opens, introduces us to a writing subject who does not pretend to be

objective. she knowingly suggests something sinister in the apparent innocence

of a winter toboggan party when she does not completely edit out the word

"gallows." These instances serve to remove some of the authority of the

capitalists because they do not enjoy the approval of an implied author who,

despite her sense of polyphony, is at times openly biased.

sweatman also uses the strategy of direct discourse when encoding the

capitalists' voices to set up an official text against which to speak. other voices

can then appear on the page as differing from this dominant discourse, an efrect
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that helps to separate her heatment of each discourse. other capitalist voices,

"authorized" by official standards, include not only the speech of characters but

also historical documents such as newspaper articles and headlines, diary entries,

and letters. These modes of discourse make up the "ofücial" stuff of history, the

artifacts that prov¡de "concrete" proofthat can travel through ilme and inform later

generations. sweatman largely follows the "rules" of prose fiction in presenting

these voices, placing them within the "official" text of the novel: that is, the

documents are always set off from the rest of the text by a space of a few lines and

run from one margin to the other as in "normal,' novelistic text (although

sometimes both margins are indented as if the piece were a longer quotation set

offvlithin a scholarly essay). This treatment of the discourse displays it in ways

that would be encountered in conventional novel writing and so would satisfy the

traditional expectations of a novel reader.

However, the presentation of "other,, voices in other ways brings into

question the whole idea of a single "official" discourse in the text as well as in the

larger world. ln sweatman's novel the political lefr operates primarily as a voice

that challenges the authority of the dominant discourse. ln their struggle for rights

in their society, the working classes also struggle to be heard above the

assumptions of that dominant world vielv. ln the text their voices appear as

"unofficial" discourse, ofren sited without quotation marks. As well, their

ideological authorities, such as Manx and their strike leaders, are quoted in styles

more typical of poetry than prose, their lines set off to the right and often justified

to the right and random to the lefr. ln another marking, descriptions of their

meetings transform into communal, or almost tribal, rhythms that give them a

sound unlike the standard prose of the capitalist voice. The description of one

assembly, for inslance, contains the refrain-like phrase "Take it" sprinkled in italics
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within the main speaker's words. ln effect, by the end the speech depends as

much on its rhythm as its reference:

mmmm mmm mmmm mmm mmmm mmm

mmm mmmm mmm mmmm mmm (33)

Because Íts representation does not follow thê conventions of prose wrltlng or

literal language, the socialist discourse appears different from the dominant one

and represents a challenge to "ofücial" discourse on a textual as well as an

ideological level. ln part this move serves to authorize these voices because the

speeches appear to demand different reading strategies of the reader than those

commonly required by the capitalists, discourse.

However, the author builds on this authority in other ways as well. For one

thing, the author presents the marginalized voices in direct discourse even though

she ofren leaves out the quotation marks that normally mark their presence.

ldentification of the speaker, use of the first person and other conventions of

dialogue also remain. Thus, the speeches, despite their lack of quotation marks,

remain consistent in form with more traditionally signalled direct discourse. This

strategy places their speech in the realm of overt narratorial control and removes

the illusion of autonomy that the capitalists' speeches maintained. The implied

author also grants "ofücial" status to these voices by including documents like RB

Russell's letter, quotations from the strike leaders, and headlines and stories from

the western Labour News which are as available to "official history''as are the

documents of the capitalists. Therefore although the voices are shut out of

capitalist discourse, the alternative discourse does enjoy some of the authority that

comes from being historically verifiable. within the discursive power struggle that

the text annunciates, their side presents as valid a political stance as the

capitalists'.
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However, stylistically the discourse of the leñ sounds remarkably similar to

that of the right. Despite their protests and different interests, the political left

utilizes similar systems of thought, The rhetoric of "either/o/' conceptions of

binaries leads them into violent duality no less exclusive than those exercised by

their perceived enemies. Exclusivity figures prominenfly in their own claims of

Truth and Justice. The speaker at the house on wolseley Avenue fills his speech

with grand preferments:

"Does the miner beneath the mountain gain by the invention of the

diamond drill? Does the machinist gain by the machine? Does the

labourer gain by his labours? Have you no ¡maginat¡on?,, , . . ,,We are lost

in a sea of sorrow, face to face w'ith people dying of hunger, our friends,

brothers, comrades murdered, their mutilated bodies left to rot on the

barricades. Do the cries of pain not reach you? ls the fabric of your life so

sofr" , . . "so tempting, that you forget, and forgetting, sink downwards into

that selfish lêthargy which is the breeding prace of capitaristic iniquity?" . . .

"You poets, painters, musicians, if you understand your true mission and

the very interests of art itself, come with us. Showthe people how hideous

is their actual life, and prace your hands on the causes of its ugriness. Fire

the hearts of the peopre with glorious revorutionary enthusiasm. And then,

and only then, will you lead a complete, a noble, a rational existence." (13)

This speech uses highly rhetorical structures, a complex vocabulary, adjectives

tending to the extreme and verbs of high action, all inciting emotional reactions.

The accumulation of rhetorical questions -,'Does the miner. . . gain . . . ?,,' "Does

lhe machinist gain . . . ?," "Does the labourer gain . . . ?u -- leaves no doubt in the

minds of the listeners about the obviousness of the answers. The concrete

images in these questions give way to more generalized terms, in ',a sea of

sorrow," but the message continues so that this metaphorical "sea,'seems as
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manifest as miners, machinists and labourers. This very leading style of speech

leaves no room for disagreement, each sentence built on the "obvious huth', of its

predecessor until the "truth" of the message seems given. The belief in a truth

that exists outside of himself allows the speaker to refer to an "objective" and

"unlversal" truth that, presumably, the capltallsts slmply have not recognlzed yet.

The passage's evangelical language adds to the authority that the speech

requires for its moving efrect on its audience. Terms such as',tempting,"

"iniquity," and "mission," carry with them the power of religious tradition.

Appropriating the Bible's language for his speech enables the speaker to convey,

along with his own words, the "absolute truth,, of the biblical Word. Thus, the

"very interests of art itself," and a "complete, a noble, a rational existence" become

phrases that appear to be unbiased, objective and righteous rather than premised

on a padicular political point of view. They represent a similar claim to objective

and natural truth that the dominant capitalist discourse reveals in its own rhetoric.

The language of the social¡st movement retains the rhetoric of war and

competition as well. lt defines itself in ways that rely heavily on the existence of

the propertied classes. The revolutionary rhetoric speaks ofviclory and defeat, of

relationships within "'us' or 'them"' modes of thinking that, similar to the capitalist

discourse, demand that people choose sides. lts speakers invert the binaries that

the capitalist powers use in order that the good and natural will fall on their own

side but the binaries themselves remain intact. These concurrent yet opposing

skategies set up a contention between exact opposites who see the world in

comparable terms and with comparable logic even if these terms are used to

define "opposite" aspects of the world. This thinking, lacking the apparatus to

include conhadictory voices or voices apart from those heard within the political

binary, works on principles of exclusion. Given this tension between two forces so
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much alike in their binary exclusions and struggles for ascendancy, we might

expect violence to be inevitable .

Disputing the assumed completeness of the worrd as understood in both

capiÞlist and socialist camps are the voices that do not fit easily within the political

binary I have discussed so far. These voices shovr how diffÌcult it can be to fit

individuals into such sharply defined political options. The marginalized voices

include those of working women, women married to the strikers, prostitutes,

religious men who sympathize with the socialist agenda, and children. As well a

variety of unidentified sources of poetry, nursery rhymes, nonsense lines, and

other languages stand out as different from the highly pragmatic and rhetorical

speech of the politicians and their followers. These "unofficial', voices of the novel

speak from peripheral positions not included in the exclusive binaries of political

definition. They appear "unofücial" in the text because they are ofren presented in

a vernacular, without quotation marks, or not following the guidance of left or right

margins. By so presenting these voices in her novel sweatman manages to mark

them as distinct, and though they are still politicar in some way rhey do not f¡t

easily into the strict capitalisUsocialist binaries.

lnstead of conforming, succumbing to the either/or thinkíng, these people

contradict the logic of binaries by exposing limitations that neither side of the strike

wants to admit. such alternatives emerge in the speech of Bonnie, the prostitute,

who reveals in the political partisans their blindness:

You want to know what I think? you asking me? Everybody here, every

single son of a bitch here, got a place in the sun. Brotherhood. Tell me

about it. I got Brothers lining up night after night and every one of them

putting a dollar in the collection box, right? Brotherhood. (66)

Here, Bonnie enjoys a moment of authority because it is her own story she tells.

The novel includes her voice even if the dominant discourses of the novel do not.
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Not only does Bonnie's speech show that women are clearly excluded from the

Brotherhood, but also that some of the brothers seem more committed to their

political beliefs than to their wives and children. Bonnie contradicts their claims to

an exclusive righteousness and goodness that they believe support their cause.

The nameless woman who, at another point, worrles that her husband has found a

younger woman with no children, and yet who is herself trapped in the marital

relationship by a more pressing real¡ty, re¡nforces the charge of blindness and

may even point out a measure of hypocrisy: "lf I had a thousand wishes it,d only

be lwouldn't need him back for nothing but love. I know I can't hold him. But I

can't feed these kids on no pay. I need a man's earnings. r'm getting old and

there's nothing else to do" (159). This woman is trapped by the realities of the

world she lives in, having no power to feed her children w¡thout the help of a

husband interested in things other than his family.

ln many ways these silenced people get caught in the middle of

circumstances. The exclusion of their voices in a world of political men comes

from a neglect to the point of violence, but they also suffer more immediate signs

of destruction. stevie, the young boy that MacDougal befriends, gets caught in

the middle of the political binary, killed in the crossfire when the violence of the

strike is at its most intense. Significanfly, however, only one side fires its

weapons. while the argument rages and words are thrown from both sides, the

cap¡talist side exercises more power, represented by the gunf¡re, than the socialist

side. Clearly, both sides of the shike, using rhetoric reliant on a sense of

perceíved enemy rather than acknowledged friend, expose the inherent violence

of their logic in their exclusion of voices; however, the gunning down, and literal

silencing, of an innocent boy must be seen as the result of a fundamental

inequality in the distribution of power - one that elevates capitalist discourse.
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Other characters in this novel, more fully developed examples of

marginalized voices, show how the narrator resisùs the temptation of simplistic

views of gendered and linguistic power. Mary Trotter, Sir Rodney's daughter,

represents a woman quite willing to remain under the gu¡dance and conhol of the

men in her llfe. ln fact she gets qu¡te lll when imaginlng even the slightest change

in the safe and comfortable status quo within which she shelters. Mary enjoys a

childlike safety on the boat, for instance, when she goes to sleep listening to the

voices of the men discussing topics that she has no interest in and indeed wants

to avoid. It is enough to hear the men's voices to feel secure in their decisions and

to fall asleep in their reassurance. whatever litfle authorig she holds within her

own class, however, she enjoys a certain amount of power over others in the

larger society she lives in. she certainly enjoys exercising authority over walter

and the other servants who visit her home to work for her, and she has enough

comfons to remain untouched by the struggles on the streets. She sees the threat

of the strike only ¡n terms of how it affects her, telling her busy nursing friend "how

difficult this strike has been for he/' (133) but remaining oblivious to the sufferings

of the lower classes. lt is not enough, therefore, to say of this society that women

have no power because when it comes to the larger world, Mary enjoys more

power than the lower class.

Mary's speech itself stands so far outside the language of irresolvable

binaries that it sounds very childlike at times and contains some of the qualities of

rhythm and poetry. She says things like ,'Hmmmm, muddy fish/' (63) and refers

to her father as "Daddy." However, these attempts at maintaining her innocence

surely are put into suspicion by a novel so aware of the politics of language.

lnstead of making her seem innocent, Mary's discourse exposes a disturbing

egocentricity which perhaps would be acceptable in a young child but not in a

twenty-one year old woman. lt makes a false claim of innocence in a woman too
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old not to be involved in the political struggles that make up such a large thematic

portion of the world this novel creates.

she may have convinced herserf that she is not invorved in poritics, just as

,, her fìance, Drinkwater, decides he stands aloof from it, saying he leaves politics to

: his servants. But Mary's relailonshlp wlth the lower classes lnvolves her wlth

questions of employer and employee. And her refusal to challenge the philosophy

of the men in her life functions as a vote for the way things are. Thus her seeming

, inaction functions in very political ways. This is most obvious in her reaction to

: hearing a speaker muse on his dead young friends during the socialist speeches
:, when she is with Walter:
:

I "Many young men, friends of mine, massacred for a few acres of foreign
i

: soil."

j "Let's go," Mary tugs at Walter. "Let's go!"

ì "One day, when the fighting was over for a whlle, I sat in a shelled_out

! Sarden, and watched another of my friends, a Highlander, bleed to death,
lj nis boots full of blood. He was 21 .,,

, "sssick!"

, "lt ¡ls another bleating socialist! Damn you Walter!"

, Vary marches into the car. Well, the only thing to do now is to buy that
l

, Srey silk. I'm so mad, I could bite him! (65)
:: This rejection ofthe socialist point ofview displays the consequences of

I "either/or" thinking that Mary participates in. she inherits a notion that links

, socialism with the unnatural and improper and so she absolutely rejects it. This

: silencing is a political act just as accepting this unfamiliar discourse would be.
:: Thus, her behavioral and linguistic "innocence" does not allow her an alternative

to the political.
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The author's relationship with Mary's discourse contributes to an

unsympathetic reading of this character. Authorial comments are typically critical

of Mary; "Mary,21 years old, and feeling every inch a slender young thing, is

perform¡ng a function qu¡te new to her. She is thinkinj'(61), Such obvious

criticisms of Mary's character could come dangerously close to making her a too-

easy target, removing all complexity. This oversimpliflcation does not happen,

however, because the text also points to Mary's powerless position relative to the

men's. From the subtle image of Mary eating pomegranate seeds one can see an

allusion to Kore of classical Greek mythology, who must stay with Hades, the man

who has kidnapped her, because she eats pomegranate seeds while in the

underworld.4 This reference clearly suggests that Mary lives ín a world in which

men make decisions for women. Mary's resignation to marriage further

establishes this lack of agency:

Mary, falling into the seat beside him [Drinkwater], can barely endure the

regret, it makes her dizzy. . . . Mary wraps the scad around her head,

leaning against Drinlo¡vater's shoulder, delivers her revulsion to the breeze.

Too late, too late, better to love young Drinkwater now. (162_3)

The author's discourse comes very close to Mary's in this passage, conveying a

sympathetic tone, especially in the last sentence where Mary's voice slips towards

the nanatorial role in its inscription in free indirect discourse. The final sentence,

with its repetition of the phrase "too late" and the qualities of judgment in the word

"better," appears to be the direct discourse of Mary but it is not differentiated from

the third-person perspective of the preceding sentences. The author shares her

discourse with Mary by refusing to set their voices apart, sympathetically giving

Mary a degree of power.

The main characters to whom the impried author appears crosest, or those

whom she presents in the most positive light, are MacDougal and Eleanor. They
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are also, not incidentally, the most favoured in the extent to which their interior

thoughts are available to the reader. First of all, MacDougal supports the ideas of

socialism, writing and selling books that explore its possibilities. He is very

inclusive of Eleanor's voice, listening to her, including her in the visit to the

wolseley street meeting, and leavlng pamphlets for her to read so that she wlll

better understand the political situation. For all MacDougal,s presence in the

novel, his discourse appears in large part as silence. His acts speak louder than

his words at times, his inhospection louder than his voice. But his voice does

function in ways that enlarge the field of discourse beyond the irreconcilable

combatants in the strike. He has chosen to side with the socialists, as he shows

in his conversation with "Bill Benstock: Dominion Censo/,:

Benstock speaks precisely, must write a sharp memorandum. "yes. But

the censorship laws are still in effect.',

"Yes, well that is a concern of ours, mine.',

Ours. (23)

The repetition of the word "ours" acts in paÍ as authorial comment, emphasizing

that MacDougal has made a choice in his mind about which side to support in the

strike (operating as his inner thoughts the word would have a similar effect). This

potential sign of binary thinking melds the pronouns ,'our" and "mine,,and

suggests a more complex act occurring here. MacDougal acts in this kind of

fusion more than once. when Eleanor asks him for whom he is writing his books,

he answers, "Us. That is, all of us. lf I can reach them,, (152). The ,,us" and

"them," which normally function in this novel as conkadictions, here appear as

different aspecls of the same political contingent. The series of pronouns in this

statement is revealing of MacDougal's politics. He places himself, linguistically,

somewhere within his community, within the "us." Rather than seeing political

binaries as a reality in which he "naturally" comprises a part of one side or the
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other, he recognizes his own role in making political decisions. He sees the

striking sides as not existing w¡thout the agency of the people who support them

through the decisions they make and the things that they do. The relationship

between the individual and the communal is defined in the subjectivity that allows

him to include many voices withln his dlscourse. MacDougal's political outlook

does not rely on the authority of absolute stability and therefore is not threatened

by the new, the contradictory, or the complicating. He difruses the authority,

instead, to many voices that the binary shuctures exclude. seeking to incorporate

them as much as he can.

His position with regards to political structures allows him to enter severar

speech communities as well. He speaks to both sides of the dispute, both to

Eleanor's father and to the men gathering to hear the socialist speeches. But he

is also able to speak to Eleanor and to stevie, who function for the most part apart

from the binaries. ln the section entifled "MacDougal Finally Tells Her something,,

MacDougal tells Eleanor a story about a nurse friend who has seen a poor mother

dead amongst her children. When he tells her this, Eleanor is able to make

contact with his speech, as the physical appearance of the words on the page

indicates:

She knows many women of her own class who

attend to the pæ¡, hauling boxes of food and used clothing to the

north end of town, returning south long before dark. Let me in,

there are places in your

heaft where I could live

MacDougal is silent, obsfihafe son of a bitch. lt isn't like l,m always

after sentiment and luxury, I'm not Mary, for christsake. Look at me.

l'm trying to leave myself behind. (154)
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oddly, Eleanods italicized thoughts do seem to make contact with MacDougal's

silence for immediately afrer this conversation MacDougal asks her if she would

like to help in a soup kitchen. she leaves feeling excited with what she suspects

must be enthusiasm. MacDougal's voice here operates as one that tries to bring

others ln, even lf slmply allowhg a sllence ln whlch others can spêak. Hls ls not a

condescending silence, but one in which he seems to listen, trying to make sense

of what is being said, sometimes seeing that a voice is valid not stricily because it

carries a pragmatic meaning, but because it proclaims the existence of a human

being.

The author's comments on MacDougal portray him in a positive light in

keeping with his openness. MacDougal is not described as speaking in a single

voice bui as having "many voices . . . singing like a great choir,' (90). He does,

however, operate at times as an official discourse in the novel because his voice is

largely portrayed as direct discourse and usually positioned within quotation

marks. Both capitalists, like Eleano/s father, and socialists listen to him.

Of particular note, however, is the role that others find when conversing

with him' voices that for the most part operate in some version of the novel,s

"unoffìcial" discourses, figure in quotation marks when addressing him.

characters like stevie and the canon appear in overt dialogue with him. The fact

that he calls the striking men by name when the skike begins to turn violent

implies that he has been in dialogue with them as well. Also it is with MacDougal

that Eleanor begins to take paÉ in a conversation with a male about what she has

described as "the man's world." Although she sometimes finds MacDougal,s

silence annoying, the space he gives her allows her to tentatively get involved with

politics. Thus MacDougal's discourse, while it retains an authority in the text that

rivals the dominant discourse, does not take all that power for himself by keeping
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everyone else silent. Because he does not seek the stability of absolute authority

in his own beliefs, he is able to share authority with others.

Eleanor's discourse is the most fully developed of any ¡n the novel. She

appears to possess the greatest awareness of personal exclusion from some

languages, although this impression may result from the readefs special

knowledge of her resentment. she dislikes the influence men exercise in her life.

She mocks the male discourse when she meets MacDougal, who is standing with

her father at the front door:

The Generals, says Eleanor to her cat, they are speaking on my behalf.

Big of them.

This is An Honour for Eleanor, to be taken to a meeting by her father's

friend MacDougal. (10)

The capitalized "Generals" and "Honour" operate as overstiated tifles, exaggerated

to the point of mockery. Eleanor registers the fact that the men presume to speak

on her behalf while she addresses her own voice to her cat. Furthermore, her

speech does not function on a level with the men's "official" direct discourse in the

novel because it is not sited in quotation marks, Later, in discussion with

MacDougal, Eleanor is enraged by the male discursive âuthor¡ty when she finds

ils rhetoric invading her own sentences: "'My father . . . damnit, I say that every

time. Every time I go to say something, I sound like the goddam Lord's prayer,"

(152). Her resistance to the voice of her father here combines with her resistance

to the authority it derives from its conservative views of God. lnstead of accepting

the place that "ofücial" discourse ofrers her, Eleanor shuggles to make her own

way in the world and to find ways of speaking that include more of the things she

sees going on around her. unfortunately, she finds litfle tradition for this new kind

of discourse and realizes, therefore, thai she must make it up as she goes along.
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Eleanor's voice, much more than any other character, is ofrered in free

indirect discourse, sweatman uses this strategy of encoding to bring the plane of

discourse of her narrator and that of Eleanor very close together. Through this

inscription Eleanor's voice enjoys some of the authority that the narrator's does by

vlrtue of lts placement at the centre of the novel. lt has the effect of sltuatlng

Eleanor's discourse extremely close to the implied author's. ln as much as

Eleanor's resistance to "oñicial" discourse and her struggle to gain a voice wiihin

that discourse are supported by authorial comments, she enjoys the privilege of

intimacy with the implied author.

Eleano/s growing sense of her own voice signals a very important shift in

her character. Early in her story, during the address on Wolseley Avenue,

"MacDougal comes to get her, takes her by the hand and she willingly becomes

the little sirl . . . " (14). But in a turning point of sorts, the implied author describes,

in a combination of description and free indirect discourse, a change in Eleanor:

But whereas tapestries, a desk with pigeon-holes for papers thin with the

necessities of a big business, paintings and vases above and upon a grand

piano, whereas all these things once gave Eleanor a name,the secure fee!
on-the-ground knowledge of herself as Eleanor, daughter of, sister of,

niece of, cousin of, member of - but owner of nothing, not really, it all

belongs to Father. . . (68)

Eleanor has discovered that the usual sources of comfort, the ones that Mary

clings to desperately, no longer satisfy her. She needs something more. This

discovery appears in the section called ,'Voice Lessons,, (1g5), one of her speech

passages which also describes her increasing awäreness of language. ln

rejecting her father's discourse, Eleanor has found that she has to operate without

an already-created language. she must find her own voice, one that will enable

her to make sense out of the world as she sees it.
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Eleanor does show signs that she will succeed in finding ways of giving

voice to how she feels. ln a discussion with MacDougal, she begins to say

something in her own way: "'You're right, naturally, I mean of course. But ljust

don't see how. Well some things can change without our hardly noticing.

Povefi, for instance. Oh. I guess not. Dammif,, (.152). Because she does not

inherit a discourse in which she can speak easily, she sounds tentative in self-

corrections and short, choppy sentences. she has no inherited rhetoric to fuel her

ideas and so they lack the authority that comes from sharing meaning with a

communig. But her hesitations display a searching that allows for questioning the

very forms of language once available to her. ln resisting this inherited discourse,

she changes the word "naturally" to the phrase ',of course.', She also makes

liberal use of her vernacular, which allows her to admit to her confusion without

blaming someone else for it. This move to the vernacular occurs in the writing she

does in her diary as well:

The dawn is magniñcent, oh helt .. . let me say something to this page.

She is wondering; a style ornate and full of trickery has always been

desirable, till of late, She would like to say it today with words solitary, one,

among many. (183)

This passage begins in a style that might be conceived of as high poetry but it

seems false to Eleanor and so she ends with the curse, ,'oh hell.,' She seeks a

new way of telling herself how she feels, what she thinks.

Another aspect of note in Eleano/s voice is its unapologetically subjective

tone. she does not seek for high authority but instead maintains a deal of

humility: "As for me in my house, I will learn what I can,, (70). Thís sentence

shows a number of operations that are occurring in Eleano/s discourse. First of

all she is rewriting a sentence from the Bible, taking such an authoritative text and

personalizing it by rewriting it, making it her own. ln her rewriting she maintains
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the first-person pronoun throughout, whereas in the original ("but as for me and

my house, we will serve the Lord" (Jos 24:15)) the "me,' seeks to speak for all

others lvithin the house in a typically pak¡archal act of appropriation. she further

repudiates higher authority by leaving out the "we shall worship God,' that forms

the second half of the orlginal statement. lnstead she malntains a much more

limited and humble goal - to learn what she can (and, presumably, therefore to

admii what she cannot learn).

I have tried to show how the implied author of Fox manipulates the power of

voices so that a range of voices speak in dialogue with one another. This author

figures as the centre of Bakhtin's system of discourses and therefore other voices

benefit or lose power depending on how close they are to ihe authoriai discourse,

This dependence means that the authorial voice can become the standard bv

which others are judged, fhe authority within the text. After all, the author of a

novel involves herself in an act of seeking authority in a social relationship with

her readers. Even if she wants to speak against a perceived authority in the vyorld

she lives in, she Seeks an authority which will enable her novel to be read,

hopefully understood, and, in short, to become a voice against that authority.

within the world she creates, when she decides which voices are to be included

and how they are to be encoded, she acts from a position of power. But to

maintain the fluidity of Bakhtin's systêm, the authorial discourse cannot become a

stable plane around which other voices inten¿veave, but must itself take part in this

interweaving. Therefore, the author of a multivoiced novel in which the voices are

truly in dialogue must somehow reduce the authority of her own voice to avoid

becoming the single dominant discourse in her created world.

One way of achieving this reduction in authority is to foreground the writing

process itself. exposing it as a subjective process. A novel is a creation of an

individual and therefore carries not only the limitations of language and genre, but
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also of the subjectivity of its creator. This creator may have a world view that de-

serves êxpression but she does not have access to objective truth, lt may be

easily admitted that the author's texi represents only one opinion among many

texts and opinions in the rvorld but by emphasizing these limitations in the novel,

the author's voice becomes only one opinion within her te)d as well. Sweatman

foregrounds the subjectivity of her narrator to maintain the dialogic relations of all

voices within her novel. She does this most explicitly in the list of illuskations that

concludes the novel. These are descriptions of photos and not the photos

themselves, and they are writien in firsi-person form, and address the aci of

writing. The first photograph shows children playing (we are told that they are

waiting):

My vrrords are failures. They don't invent the house the Iines of laundry the

pockets of men the patient fingers of women measuring days in stitches.

The¡r don't inr¡ent the thtn handsome woman holding her sick

granddaughier, her eyes iooking back to the first utterance the firsi failed

rryords, The children are waiting. Stitl. (199)

Here, the implied author, we nlay suppose, enters the novel in first person,

lamenting the limitations of her ability to bring back the dead. She can tell a story

about the Winnipeg General Strike but she cannot recreate the reality that existed

in 191 9. She cannot make the skike more of a success than it was, she can only

bring a particular rendering of it to the attention and imagination of her readers.

There are more comments on the writ¡ng act: "These are theatrics',; ,'This is an.

entry"; "The appearance of truth or reality" (199-200). These authorial comments

place the writer's voice in contention with the other voices in the text rather than

existing as a controlling figure to v/hom the other voices ultimately answer.

The authorial discourse. then. does not simply replace the capitalists'

age nda with its ovyn. lnstead, the implied author places a nunrber of voices into
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contention, each enjoying some validity within the novel's pages. ln my reading,

neither capitalism nor socialism is attacked simply for their world view, as such,

but more for their drive for absolute authority. I have hied to show that this need

for absolute authoriÇ suppoñs a vierv-point that deals in "either/oi'

understandings of binary oppositions. But the novel itself denies a final,

authoritative unity by refusing to give any one discourse dominant stâtus over all

others.
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CHAPTER 2: Audrey Thomas's Graven lmaoes

Audrey Thomas, in an interview with Eleanor Wachiel, when asked if she

thinks of herself as a feminist writer, answered, "Yes. Absolutely. What l'm saying

is women have a voice and they ought to be heard. I'm also saying, you can write

your book any damn way you want to as long as it works and don't let men tell you

that it has to have the larger scene" (45). Not only is Thomas saying that women

have a distinct voice and that they should be able to explore this voice as they see

fit but also that males exert pressures on their voices to conform to already

prescribed rules of writing, to include "the larger scene." For a woman to write,

therefore, she must reckon with existing "standards" of writing as she tries to

introduce her own, alternative voice. ln Graven lmaoeq Thomas seeks such

expression when she portrays a woman who tries to write against this pressure, to

challenge tradit¡onal, male-dominated values in writing and reading. Charloüe,

the narrator of the story, tries to rewrite old maxims in a search for self-identity

which accompanies a search for her mothe/s story. By discovering her mothe/s

voice through listening to her stories, her versions of evenß, Charlotte finds that

she is able to challenge the "ofücial" family stories which have protected male

interests.

ln her book Flctions of Authority: Women Writers and Narrative Voice

Susan Sniader Lanser discusses the complex role authority plays in challenging

male-dominated literature. First of all, she discounts the possibility that women

writers can free their novels from authority because it is inherent in their medium:

"the act of writing a novel and seeking to publish it . . . is implicitly a quest for

discursive authority: a quest to be heard, respected, and believed, a hope of
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influence" (7). The female author, according to Lanser, must concern herself with

offering a different version of authority because for Lanser authority exists in the

very act of writing. No work of vrriting, then, can be innocent. Every inscription is

a political act involving a statement made by one subject about another (even if

that "other" is one's self, as is the case in autobiography). lf we accept Lanse/s

notion of authority, we may suppose that female novelists, in order to be heard,

must upset the belief in an absolute authority which traditional readings set

against a female voice.

The danger in challenging conventions is that one can fall into narrative

strategies and techniques that entrenched the conventions in the first place: ',That

is, as they strive to create fictions of authority,these narrators expose lîcfions of

authority as the Western novel has constructed it - and in exposing the fictions,

they may end up re-establishing the authority" (Lanser, Fictions 8). ln other

words, these writers may add a female voice to the male voice but end up with a

single version of truth that is then just as closed to difference as was the original

philosophy. Lanser is interested in the attempts in which "narrative voices . . .

seek to write themselves into Literature without leaving Literature the same" (8).

ln exposing the "f¡ctions of authority as the Western novel has constructed it"

writers must actually change the way in v¡hich authority is inscribed. Othenq/ise,

they will simply reauthorize an old logic whose beneficiaries have changed,

lf Literature has understood authority to be something absolute, and ideals

such as truth and justice to be entit¡es that can be absolutely captured by

language, then, a rethinking of the work¡ngs of language could jeopardize such

notions. Audrey Thomas takes up this challenge in her novel Graven lmages. ln

fact, it is a challenge that runs throughout her work; she constantly works with the

ideas that language cannot represent human experience completely. Barbara
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Godard foregrounds that understanding in her book called Audrey Thomas and

Her Works:

The relationship between the word as sign and what it signifies is alvrays

an arbihary one, but in the extreme situations in which Thomas' characters

find themselves -- in foreign counkies, in insane asylums, in sexual

ghettoes .- the gap between their experience and the language used

around them is a vast one. . . . ln her writing, Thomas explores and

explodes limits and boundaries in a perpetual search for meaning. (2S)

And Rachel, the lead character in Thomas's novel Latakia, according to Dennis

Denisoñ, yearns for "some means of minimizing the processing to which external

reality is subjected in its tra¡'lsference to artistic form; she lvants the object and its

representation to be one impression, virtually unmediated" (73). ln Thomas's

work, meaning is a constant process, a perpetual act of making sense undertaken

by a writing or thinking subject, rather than something that becomes solid once

the right words come together. There exists no absolute truth in Thomas's novels,

then; as Pauline Butling, again in regard to Latakia, writes, "there are only the

truths of a particular moment, which dissolve or change with each shift . , . in

focus, mood, perspective, or situation" (106). ln Graven lmaoes, Charlotte, in

telling her story, also constantly admits to the limitations of her words, to their

inabilities to capture truth absolutely, while at the same time she challenges the

assumptions that male-dominated views of the world and literature have already

discovered the correct ways of inscribing truth.

To create new versions of historical events, then, Charlotte must reduce the

authority of the male voice within the lives and stories of her female characters.

However, according to Lanser, the very nature of this vyork as an autobiography

already pÌesents a subversive claim to authority: "paradoxically, authorial narrative

is understood as fictive and yet its voice is accorded a superior reliability, while
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personal narrative may pass for autobiography but the authority of its voice is

always qualified" (EieliSng 20). For Thomas to choose the autobiographical fo¡m

blurs the borders between reality and fiction, and life and language. Charlotte's

struggle to find meaning in her life is a private process, it does not limit itself to the

"larger scene" Thomas has identified as being crucial to male readers and writers,

Therefore, her claiming the same authority for a personal recording of events as is

conventionally granted to a more "objective" rendering, signals an assault on

literary hadition. lf successful this strategy can expose the unwarranted belief in

third-person perspectives as more reliable than frst-person accounts; it can reveal

that both writing strategies employ a single writing subject who controls what goes

onto the page. The third-person technique, which traditionally "keeps secref'the

tact of its inherent subjectivity, gives the impression that language can

unproblematically represent the "truth" of the outside the world. Hiding the

individual wriier behind a belief in objectivity gives the third-person technique its

reputation for greater reliability,

However, the plane of female discourse exists in the world of secrecy, the

private world of unmentionable complaints, of euphemism and polite self-

effacement. lts discursive level often incorporates topics of the body, interestingly

the site of the writing subject as well. The subject of sex, for example, is never

mentioned openly in "polite" society: when, in Graven lmaoes, the young Charlotte

asks her mother the meaning of "gelding" her mother answers, "l think ifs some

sort of Dutch horse" (241). The private realm also includes menstrual cramps,

recorded as "FEMALE COMPLAINTS" (59) in the words of the pharmacist

Charlotte has nervously consulted.

The female voice is positioned in this hidden, private world more generally

as well. Charlotte's mother is very secretive about the stories she tells Charlotte.

She writes "PLEASE DESTROY' (5) and "Confidential" (1 15) on the outside of
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her envelopes, unwilling to risk her voice's t¡avelling oubide of her conversations

with her daughter. Her mother appears unwilling to pass her tale into the public

realm, convinced by her experience of the world that it does not belong, or is not

welcome in, that world. A female's story, presumably, is something that mothers

tell daughters in the privacy of intimate conversations, never thinking of

challenging the fathe/s or husband's formulation of events. No wonder she

remains mum, for the evidence of her own mothe/s, and her sister Betty's, stays

in mental institutions proves enough to convince Charlotte's mother of where she

will go if she says the wrong things to the wrong people.

However, Charlotte wants to force this private world into the public domain,

to take females'stories into the language where they can alter that world. Her

mother's refusal to speak in the larger world causes Charlotte to react in

frustration: "WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU? lwant to shout, WHAT DEFEATED

YOU? LIFE? MARRIAGE? CHILDREN? WHAT?" (141). Much of the novel is

about giving her mother a voice, and giving her a forum to voice her complaints, to

stand up for herself, even if only in a fictional world. Charlotte tries to speak in

spite of, because of, and outside of the pressures of male authority. And she kies

to break her mother out of their grasp as well: she hies to rid her mother of the

"they" who hold power over her in her mothe/s declared wish, for example, "'l

hope they shoot me when I get like that" (101). These and simila¡ statemênts

show her mothe/s perception that authorities oversee and control ì/vhat she can

do. Charlotte, however, works to rid herself of such notions that remove her own

control and put it in the hands of an ambiguous social force. Her attempt figurés

largely as a movement from the private world that the female voice has

traditionally been limited to, towards the public realm which has, to a high degree,

been occupied by males.
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Charlotte's story also opens a chance for her to ask crucial questions about

her mother, for her own life story as well as her mothe/s. ln giving her mother a

voice Charlotte simultaneously gives herself a voice. For this novel is as much

one of a single voice as it is a novel of voices: it tells of Charlotte's voice as

created by her experiences of the world and the voices of the people around her.

Based in autobiography, this single voice plays the role of narrator, implied author,

and main character. As a result, the other voices in the book are even more

openly filtered through a writing subject. They exist both as attributes of their

originating characters and as attributes of Charlotte as they move through her

memory and imagination. The search for authority undertaken by Charlotte in her

story aftempts to legitimize her own voice and at the same time to acknowledge

those varied and acquired voices that constitute that voice. As her individuality

merges with a community of people around her, Charlotte struggles for a voice for

this group's version of the world in a public world normally closed to it.

The public world's patriarchs customarily oversee the females'private

stories much like the portraits of the stern, uncompromising men who overlook

Charlotte's breaKast in Goodenough House (70). Their plane of discourse stands

as superior in its claims to significance. entrrely "above" and separate from the

plane of lvomen. These claims of truth find support in the fact that cerkin

histories, preferred histories, "real" events, exist in written accounts and

consequently are verifiable. ln writing, Charlotte learns therefore to gain crucial

access to these public documents in order to scrutinize her male ancestors.

One of the voices of the dominant discourse emerges in the Book of

Begats, as Charlotte calls the family history book that she uses in her sea¡ch for

her tumily's initial American settler, Robert Corbett. The book's language calls

attention to some of the pakiarchal values of its writers and their society:
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On June 18,1862, he enlisted as a private in the 137th Regiment of New

York Volunteer lnfantry, and when that regiment was mustered into United

States service on September 3, I 862, he was elected 2nd lieutenant. He

was promoted to 1st l¡eutenant May 30, 1863, and to captain December 30,

1E63, and was brevetted major for meritorious service and honorably

discharged June 9, 1865, at the close of thè war. . . .

ln April 1670, he was appointed a clerk in the United States Appraiser's

DepaÉment, where he was advanced to become examiner and assistant

appraiser of merchandise of the Port of New York. (149-50)

The exclusively declarative sentences in this passage reveal in their construction

the writer's contentment to stick to "facts," to convey only referential meaning.

And this meaning's merit is bolstered by the predominance of proper nouns, and

is connected to those public titles and institutions that the writer values.

Fudhermore, the verbs that this writer uses - "enlisted," "elected," "promoted,"

"appointed," "advanced" - show that the "¡mportant" aspects of this man's life

include only his progress in his military and subsequent civilian careers, and the

dates of these promotions. The passage participates in validating the myths of

material progress to the exclusion of other sides of a man's life. More domestic

elements of Marshall's life such as family relationships, or "lessei' personalities,

the writer presumably deems unwodhy of inclusion.

ïhe book does, however, finally mention his wife and their children, at least

acknowledging, if not exploring, Marshall's more private life:

The children of Marshall Joseph and Alice Waldron Corbett were:

907. Lawrence Bowes Corbett, born in 1870 in Brooklyn, New York.

908. Alice

909. Grace

910. Clara
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911 . Mabel (who danced with the Prince of Wales. Who travelled all the

way back across the continent with her grieving mother, Papa in the

freight car in a wooden cofün.) (1 50)

This rnere mention¡ng of his wife and then the brief listing of the children operates

in the Book of Begats to subordinate these people in the fathefs story. Afrer the

details of the proper nouns of the first passage, the names listed here appear as

more propeñy of the man, as belonging, like his titles, to the father. The numbers,

used to keep each person straight within the book as a whole, function in

Charlotte's act of isolating the passage to contribute to the insignificance to which

these people are reduced in their juxtaposition with their father in the book.

Children, in this passage, simply appear as products of the maniage, as numbers,

rather than as people. Also of note, the son's name is accompanied by his birth

date and place of birth but this is not the case with the girls. Given the way the

book urorks, its principles of inclusion and promotion, Lawrence would be further

inscribed when he had a family, much as his father up to this po¡nt has been. The

fullness of detail that sets before us the son's life conhasts with the blank space,

the white of the page, to the right of the girls'names. The exception is Mabel's

case, which includes brief information about her, but it foregrounds ma¡e, proper

nouns (the Prince of Wales and Papa). More importantly, itdoes not operate to

bring her into the text. These difierences in inscription of the sexes further

indicates the worth of females in the society of which Thomas writes.

The Book of Begats claims to be a record of "The Descendents of Robert

Corbett of Weymouth, Massachusetts" (8f . Given the implicit differences

between sexes in the book, however, it seems entirely appropriate that Charlotte's

description of the book makes it resemble the lists of pafiarchies in Genesis:

"Robe¡t of Weymouth begat Daniel (Elder Daniel). . , . Elder Daniel begat Deacon

Daniel who begat Robert. . . . Robert begat Cooper who begat lra who begat
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Marshall who begat Lawrence . . . ' (88). Charlotte again reveals through this

inscription that the notion of "descendents" of the book's writer, includes only

males. lt speaks very much in the male voice of history and authority, scarcely

mentioning daughters and wives. The family blood, in fact, flows only through the

males in this formulation, in the surname, the "blood line," of the family. ln

patriarchal reckoning, this blood is superior to women's more literal blood which

cannot be named openly, uneasily hidden as it is behind the euphemism "female

complaints," Significantly, the subjective and physical body central to menskual

blood, does not figure in the Book of Begats; it is elided by the "objective" and

metaphysical notions of the figurative "blood" of lineage. The omission parallels

the beliefs in the objectivity (and lack of subject) assumed to be represented by

traditional history writing.

The Book of Begats combines vyiih other historicaltexts that Charlotte

quotes in this novel to reinforce her reading of patriarchal rvriting. These histories

esteem the building and progi'ess of civiiization and honour the men who

furthered the effort. Before the building of "civilization," however, such historical

texls make it knolvn thai the nevr pioneers had to clear the way of both a natural

landscape and an "uncivilized" indigenous population. The language of a

passage from one of these histories reflects these assumptions:

The earliest work tending to a real sêttlement was the first cutting through

of the Great Bend and Locheton Road, in 1791. Quite a number of sturdy

pioneers were engaged in this work for a considerable time, chopping

and clearing out the old logs by day and camping in the thick woods at

night. . . . Robert Corbin was then living in the present limits of the borough

and his family was probabl¡r the only one in this section. Rough and

uneven though this pathway was, and full of knolls and roots, it formed a

primitive passage-way for those who had the courage to brave the trials of
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frontier life, and who did not mind the slow pace of the ox team or the jolting

and sliding of the cumbersome sled, and it may be said to be the advance

work of civilization in the wilderness. (124-5)

The language here is again impersonal, the work represented as collec'tive, the

motivation as "true" and "good" and therefore "real" as the settlement the heroes

are building. The myth is one of the "sturdy pioneers" showing their courage to

break down the wilderness and in its place to build a civilization - hence the verbs

"cutting through," "chopping," and "clearing" to remove what bars the way to a

passageway! "the advance work of civilization in the wilderness." The final

sentence, with its impersonal "it may be said," exposes the write/s assumptions

about meaning. Eliding his own voice and an acknowledgment of its subjectivity,

he offers the statement instead as a statement of "truth." The passive voice of the

statement reflects the belief that humans come to a truth that already exists

somewhere outside of themselves, somewhere in the outside world. Thus the

writer gives himself permission to represent a "truth" that he sees as universal,

Without an awareness of potential problems involved in any inscription of the

lvorld, the writer is free to perpetuate the values of courage and sturdiness in the

pioneers, all mythic qualities that male narrative commemorates; he can then hide

his choice to omit the fears, or the uncertainty, that may have accompanied those

attributes in the minds of at least some of the settlers.

The patriarchal society that produces the writers of these h¡stor¡cal

accounts later produces the readers who share their assumptions. Thus the

patriarchy serves to support itself by perpetuating its values until these values are

received as self-evident. The letter which Charlotte finds folded within the pages

of the Book of Begats shows as much. This letter, from Sir Archer Corbet to Mrs.

Luella Corbett Gault, states that "there are only about 15 families (or less) that

can" trace their roots back to the Norman Conquest, thus seemingly closing ofr
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this woman's claims of family ties. Corbet's authority to do so comes from a Mr,

Fox Davies, "one of the best modern authorities," who claims thatthe Corbet

family can be traced even further back to Denmark of 850 A.D. Corbet then

wr¡tes, "l do not know on what Mr. Davies bases his statements, but he is

regarded as a great authority; now dead two years hence" (96). Corbefs

assumption of Mr Davies' authority is telling because corbet uses this authority to

close ofi any other possibilities. Seemingly, not only is Mr. Davies extremely

competent in his field, he is also never wrong. The process of re-authorization

that goes on w¡th these historians assumes that because an "authority'' makes a

credible historical claim this claim establishes a truth that allows closure on the

subject. lt continues to propagate its own forms, its own huths, and denies other

possibilities as unreal, invalid, and unacceptable. ln the case of the letter, the

silencing of Mrs. Gault results from these privileging and perpetuating male

narratives.

Charlotte kies to write her way out of such constructions to challenge them

both in style and in content. The closed system which she resists appears in the

novel as "ofiicial quotations," offsei at both margins and thus distinguished from

the main body of text. But it does not hold its accustomed authority in the novel

that lve read because Charlotte keeps her olvn plane of discourse apart from the

citations and answers them with comments of her own that undercut the huth

value of each quotat¡on. For example, following Archer Corbefs letter to Mrs.

Gault and in response to it Charlotte writes, "Clunk. So there" (96). She ironically

carries to completion the literal meaning of Corbefs final phrase - ,'in most cases

the claim falls to the ground" -- and answers to show how Corbets sùatement has

shut ofi further discussion, dropping heavily in the way of further engagement with

the subject. Stylistically, Charlotte's short, grammatically incomplete sentences,

with their idiomatic qualities, diferentiate them from the longer, more complex
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structure of Corbet's sentences and their more formal vocabulary. The

abbreviated style allows Charlotte's words to operate more immediately in the

minds of the reader: instead of having to wait for several phrases before

registering meaning, the reader gets Charlotte's meaning in one or two words.

The immediacy gives the illusion of contac{ between writer and reader much more

than Corbet's prose, which seems comparatively distanced and detached.

Charlotte's statement "So there" also may point out, parodically, a childishness in

such displays of certainty, of the will to absolute truth. Following Corbef s second

passage, where he mentions that his authority has been dead for two years,

Charlotte mocks these fudher claims with another pointed comment: "lt is always

usefirl in these cases if the great authority is dead" (96). Ostensibly it is easier to

use authorities for one's own purposes when they are no longer around to

complain or disagree.

Charlotte moves to undercut the authority of several other historical

passages as well, each of which she cites . After quoting an historical document

that is almost entirely factual, Charlotte oñen adds a comment that she has found

in her research or that her mother has told her. ln other vrords she customarily will

add the unofücial, or private stories to go along with the facts, thus destabilizing

the authority ofthe initial passages. For instance, afier the passage describing

the "sturdy pioneers" and their families, Charlotte adds a part of the story that is

absent from the history book:

Elizabeth Corbett hadn't wanted to go. Her family lived in Holliston, and

northern Pennsylvania seemed like the ends of the earth. And at the last

minute she refused, sitting on a chair by the front door, nursing the

youngest, Cooper, tears rolling down her cheeks, . . . lt was 1790 and it

seemed as though the whole world was on the move. (125)
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Whether Charlotte found this information or whether she made it up she does not

say. But the possibility that someone among the pioneers may have not wanted to

go to Pennsylvania seems more likely than their universally agreeing to the

migration, ln any case her addended narrative challenges the mythic qualities of

the ofücial version in which nothing is mentioned but the will to build a new

civilization. As well, two expressions -- "nodhern Pennsylvania seemed like the

ends of the earth" and "it seemed as though the whole world was on the move" -
work as free indireci discourse. The idiomatic phrase "ends of the earth," giving

thL passage an informal quality, contributes to th¡s effect. This narratorial

proximity to the character adds to the subjective qualities of Charlotte's history and

stylistically sets her versions apart from the texts that spur the response.

Again, following the description of Marshall Joseph Corbett and his r¡se in

military ranks, Charlotte adds another, more personal, item: "A handsome man,

my mother says, a tyrant, who built churches and kept a horsewhip just inside the

kitchen doof'(150), Her mother's conrment, whether "true" or not, offers an

insight into the personality of tlre man described in such a spartan way in the

history book. lt serves to destabilize the heroic representations of the man in

"official" history; it literally adds another side to his personaliÇ and to the story.

The strategy of conveying the information as the direct discourse of her mother

situates the passage in a speaking subject and thus challenges the omniscient

and detached voices that prevail In these historical texts. Not only do the content

of these words contest the authoritative discourse, then, but so do the tactics of

encoding, Both challenges erode what authority the ofücial voices customarily

suppose. The voices are placed in a position where they can be challenged,

v¡here their attempts to portray the lives and activities of ancestors as benevolent

can be read as the often over-simplifying constructions that they are,
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The novel that Charlotte is writing/researching within the novel which we

are reading acts in a similar way as do her responses to historical texts.

Appearing within this novel as italicized passages, her novel operates as a vehicle

for conveying voices from history. lt attempts in many ways to fill in some of the

story that the history books leave out. More specifically, it adds some personal

stories to the public facts that the histories appear unw¡lling to go beyond.

Charlotte's novel functions to give voice to the women and children who are lefi

out of the heroics of the pioneers. A good example of this freeing occurs where

Charlotte follows the historical description of the "sturdy pioneers" clearing the

wilderness with the story of Elizabeth's unwillingness to be there. Charlotte

follows these descriptions with an italicized line that appears to be a part of her

novel-in-progress: "Ihe baby came loose from his mothels breast and bqan to

howl. 'Hush,' she said,'There, there. Shhh" (125). Within her novel, Charlotte

registers Elizabeth's concern about her children while the family moves to a new

settlement. The awareness of Charlotte's narrator is expanded beyond nanators

of male histories. well away from the heroism of conventional history, to include

the feelings of mother and child. Elizabeth's language itself is phatic -- "Hush,"

"There. there" -- and concerns itself with shared feeling rather than public

information. The stylistic quality also marks the passage as difrerent from the

usually stoic restraint of orthodox history. The focus in style and content brings

the narratorial plane closer to the people themselves, their fears and concerns, the

everyday normalcy of a baby's cries, the voices that the histories have forgotten ¡n

their rush to mythologize.

Charlotte opens the public, male-dominated forum to her more private

meanings. ln sharing these "secrets" with others she moves them into a public

realm, changing what meanings are allowed there. Things that are important to

her are things that give her meaning in her life: the words "Cholera, cholera" (1)
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whose meaning as a "private swear word" (2) she shares with Lydia, for example;

or her mothe/s habit of pulling her fingers, an act that begins to signal distress or

uneasiness to Charlotte. And again, when Charlotte doesn't hear from her mother

while in England, she stañs to imagine the reasons why she has not: "Had I done

something (recent) to oñend? Was she dead (passed away, gone to her reward)?

Had she shaken ofrthese mortal coils? Had she croaked? Had she kicked the

bucket? 'Peacefully, in her sleep . . .'' (78). Because the letters in question have

simply gone to the wrong mailbox, her "meanings" prove groundless,

Nevertheless they reveal a lot about the relationship between Charlotte and her

mother. The appearance of a sequence of interrogative sentences again

challenges the methods of traditional history. They convey an uncertainty, a lack

of literal meaning aboutthe subject of death beyond thedeath as end. Butthe run

of "synonyms" and the idiomatic phrases * "croaked," "kicked the bucket" -- give

the passage an emotive meaning, signiiying in their breeziness Charlotte's

discomfort with the subject of her mothe/s death. Furthermore, the lack of

transition before the last sentence, which is the only declarative sentence, makes

it seem empty of signification, dropping out of nolvhere after the questions, but

unable to prov¡de answers. The phrase -- "'Peacefully, in her sleep . . ."'--

operates in our world as a polite announcement of death but afier the emotive

register of the questions the announcement seêms inadequate to address the

feelings oÍ losing someone close. Thus Charlotte may not like everything about

her mother but she conveys her emotions when thinking about her mothe/s

possible death.

The private, fìgurative making of meaning foregrounds the subjectivity in an

act of understanding. We make connections across dishnces of time and place,

making the notion of "sheer chance" -- "if there is such a thing" (109) --

sometimes seem unlikely. However, the role of the subject is cenkal to Charlotte's
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challenge of more "object¡ve" approaches to understanding how humans find

meaning in the world.

Charlotte's use of parentheses contributes to a sense that she is bringing

' "secrets" out into the open. Sometimes these "secrets" appear as second

¡ thoughts or multiple possibilities but the parenthetical statements ofren appear to

. be asides, operating between the reader and narrator at a more private level than

the rest of the text. This sense arises from the difierence in physical encoding of

. the parenthetical passages, the punc{uation setting them apart from the rest ofthe

text and therefore inviting a diñerent reading. This effect holds true for a passage
I

, where Charlotte describes her arrival at Greenwich: "when the bus let us ofi in the
:

, centre of the town, I thought I had made a bad mistake. The place vyas crammed
.

with people (in fact my first thought was that this was infinitely worse than
j

: Heathrolv)"(103). Theprotest,"infact,"givesthestatementtheappearanceofa

i confession. However, the brackets further set it apart from the rest of the text.

j Ostensibly, what Charlotte reveals about her first thought she does not want the

ì rest of the text to know. She shares a secret with the reader by writing the
:

passage in this way, She also uses parentheses when she brings back from

memory phrases or words that she has heard in the past, at a site where they

contribute to her present meaning. She writes, "l became a travel-writer (You are

not a real wry-ler, Madame') thanks to the disappearance . . . " (107), thereby
., inserting and bringing into play, at this point, the earlier story of the ship's

: Entertainments Officer, who earlier has instructed her on the difierence between a

, journalist and a "real wry-ter" (4). The subtle difierence between Charlotte's
: 

worlds of private, which is to say parenthetical, meaning-making, and public

, inscription ofthat process, challenges the view that there is an "objective" way of

, writing. Certainly the parenthetical statements serve to remind the reader that
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someone has done this writing and that the text, like all texts, is subjective in

nature. The difference is that this novel "gives away the secret."

Despite all these challenges to traditional assumptions about writing,

Charlotle's novel does not, perhaps cannot, free itself of the influence of those

haditions. Not only the voices of past ancestors and history writers, but also

literary ancestors in the form of past authors operate as influences on her writing.

The inspiration she gets both from staying in Bloomsbury and feeling the ghosts

of Woolf and Dickens, and from taking the trip into the British Museum to view the

literary autographs, shows the importance of past writers, both male and female,

in informing and sustaining her work. Thus, instead of simply trying to wr¡te an

absolutely new story (if that were even possible within the limihtions of language)

Charlotte also kies to rewrite the old. She shifrs old plots into new plots, shifrs

perspective from one character to another, and alters old maxims into new

maxims, thereby appropriating the truisms of the traditional public world and

rewriting them into another story that she is telling,

ln many ways, then, Charlotte's novel is a rewriting of historical events, not

a new writing that would assume a freedom from their constraints. Nancy K.

Miller, in her essay "Emphasis Added: Plots and Plausibilities in Women's

Fiction," calls attention to the role of critical maxims in the acceptability of what is

realistic and therefore plausible in literature, She argues that female plots have

oñen faced cr¡t¡cism that they do not follow the trad¡t¡onal sùandards of

believability:

[]he attack on female plots and plausibilities assumes that women writèrs

cannot or will not obey the rules of fiction. lt also assumes that the kuth

devolving from yensimilitude is male. . . . flhe fictions of desire behind the

desiderata of fiction are masculine and not universal constructs. lt does not

see that the maxims that pass for the truth of human experience, and the
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encoding of that exper¡ence in literature, are organizations, when they are

not fantasies, of the dominant culture. (357)

The fact that male authority has been able to establish the criteria for what is

believable and possible in human understanding of the world, therefore, has

contributed to a reading of female interpretations as mad or "unrealistic," Miller

advocates a rewr¡t¡ng of these maxims so that female characters can tell their

realit¡es, their plausibilities. Charlotte also issues a challenge to the "truth" of the

plots of human lives. Traditional history, because it operates with a closed set of

allowable maxims, occludes other possibilities.

Pañ of what rryomen do in Graven lmages, then, is to work away from the

male maxims or, at times, the female characters appropriate old plots in order to

give a different perspective. This rewriting empowers the women because it offers

them more control over their stories; it introduces a forum where possible

alternative maxims for different plots can be heard. Thus, Charlotte's mother says

that her grandfather, Marshall J. Corbett, came home "'to found a dl+.nasfr" (99),

giving the term, in her punning new hearing, a sinister and fatal quality that

counters its usually more grand connotations. This newly inscribed term

addresses the suffenng that Charlotte's mother has undergone in her relationship

with grandfather and family. lt gives her mother a sense that she is challenging,

however modestly, the authority of her grandfather.

Charlotte rewrites literary archetypes too into new, equally realistic,

circumstances. Here, for instance, is the parenthetical ending to her story of her

own split with her husband, Michael: "(ln this version of the myth only Eve is

driven out of Paradise, Eve and her children. Adam has fallen in love. Eve and

the children, hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow.)" (251), Not only does

Charlotte shift the biblical story into a different set of circumstances and inio a

difrerent ending, she also rewrites Milton's Paradise Lost, whose nanative tells us
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it is Adam and Eve who leave the garden "hand in hand with wandring steps and

slov/' (1 2.648). Charlotte ûakes control, then, of one of the central myths of the

Western imagination, saying that sometimes things do not work out and we can

blk about that too. For her own purposes, she rewrites literary citations elsewhere

too. Here is an early variation on Blake:

Little Lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Gave thee life and bid thee feed . . . (40)

She changes the Blakean rhyme in a later, parenthetical version when writing of

"b,abies in Calcutta who are deliberately deformed from birth, placed in jars or

large containers for part of every day. . . . (Little Crooked Lamb, who made thee?

Does thou know who crooked made thee?)" (69). Charlotte changes the subject

of the lines from the typical image of perfection and innocence of childhood that

would be associated with the first lamb, into the horrifying image of the second,

She moves the concerns from the mythic ideallsm of the lamb to the more painful

realities of human sufrering.

Charlotte further determines that she must rewrite the absence of women

and children in the oñìcial history books to bring to the reader's attention a lack

that the books do not acknowledge. Charlotte foregrounds such elisions in her

discussion of the children of Elder Daniel's sister Alice: "Her sons, in later life

spoke of her as their'angel mother,'their'saint.' What the daughters said is

unknown" (89). Charlotte tries to open history to include a wider variety of voices

and in so doing capture a fuller story than the dates and names and male

narratives of the history books allow. ln efrec1 she tries to undercut the

metanarrative that the traditional histories represent. Charlotte's novel originates

from the portion of her mothe/s story -- "the few sentences that set me ofr' (86) -
of the "unmentionable" dead baby that her mother sees floating in the bucket
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outside the hired girl's door. The story of this baby does not appear in the oñicial

history, is absent in all stories except her mothe/s private recountings. ln

Charlotte's novê|, because Frances (a character based on her mother) is

profoundly disturbed by the sight of the dead baby, the dead baby becomes a

presence in Charlotte's story. This new encoding is made possible by the

lessening of authority of the metanarrative in the novel. The day afrer witnessing

the dead baby, Francis waits for the tolling of the bell to mark the death "but no

bell rang, no single round note to proclaim the death of the baby she had seen

looking up at her from the ferny tops ofthe carroF they had had for suppe/' (315).

The baby's story makes no "sound" in the metananative, a fact that echoes (or

does not echo) in the silence of the bells; the baby's part in the story must remain

a secret because it is part of an unofücial pregnancy, exists outside of marriage,

and outside therefore of lawful narratives as well. Linked to this secrecy is

Charlotte's grandfather, who Frances sees with blood on his hands standing

outside the door, The implication is that her grandfather is the father, and

possibly even the murderer, of the dead child, something he is very careful to

keep out of the public sphere of knowledge, We get this revelation on the final

page of our novel when Charlotte's mother confìdes the story of her father's bloody

hands and adds, "'And he saw me"' (31Ð. This fact adds to the reader's sense of

the grandfathe/s guilt because he sees his daughter but does not acknowledge

her or try to explain the incídent, attempting to let it disappear quietly. lt is this part

of the narratìve that Charlotte sees as pivotal in her mothe¡'s life. Her mother is

unwilling to talk about the baby and yet seems unable to keep silent about it. She

brings up the story several times, but stops herself each time, at first saying "'l

saw something"' (22) and then slowly letting out more of the story until her final

revelation on the last page. Charlotte's reinscription of the story, placing the

secret ofthe baby out in the open, in a central position in her novel, represents a
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departure from traditional, male-centred renderings. lt completes a reversal of

priorihy: the dead child is transformed from a hidden secret to the central image in

the novel, from an absent to a powerfully present character.

Charlotte's public voice operates to blur the difierences between private

and public worlds. lt incorporates private situations in ways that the ofrìcia! voice

of public life seeks to disallow. lt lets feelings and emotions, absences,

contradictions and confusions into the discourse in ways that go beyond the facts

of patriarchal discourse. These all are qualities that the claims of absolute truth

must ignore. This process of blurring allows female stories to be empowered and

to be heard with higher authority than they once were. Charlotte calls her acts of

imagination a way of getting to a larger truth when she first complains that the

facts of the Book of Begats may hamper her novel writing:

ln a vray I'm sorry I found out about this book -- it might force me to stick to

the facts. Facts might have a way of tripping up a novelist, of getting in the

way. Facts are like the trees in the old saying "He can't see the forest for

the trees." Facts could keep one from thê larger view. (E7-E)

Refocussing her version of historical events provides one way that Charlotte can

open up the traditional versions of "truth" and offer a plausible alternative. This

revrriting also changes the definition of the "larger scene" by implying that telling

the "smaller," more private stories funclions to open the male-nanatives to a larger

set of possibilities.

However, the "smaller scene" carries further complexities in Graven lmaoes

because one of the central notions in this novel, and in much of Thomas's work,

concerns the instability of the self. This self is simultaneously a private and public

construction, existing as process rather than stasis. Thus, a central question in

this novel is spoken by Lydia when she says, "'Charlotte . . . who aml?"' (122).

The seaich fcr identii¡ is foregrounded in both Charlotte and her friend's
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language. Lydia is trying to find her family, the family that disappeared during the

war and left her an orphan who was then sent to America, ln trying to make sense

of her fragments of memory Lydia tries to discover who she is by finding her

family. Charlotte, however, despite kacing her family back to the original settlers

in America, asks the same question: "But who ever knows oneself in any

distanced, objective way?" (227). Paradoxically, then, humans are all too close to

themselves, too subjective, to ever answer the question "Who am l?" easily.

Charlotte relates to orphans because her dysfunctional family does not ofier her a

satisfying identity either. Her further dissatisfaction at being excluded from the

"blood" of her family tree causes her to search out the female side of the family's

story. Thus she feels the need to rewrite the Book of Begats to veer atvay from the

pakiarchal model of the Bible. She accomplishes this when she adds to the end

of the list of begats cited earlier: "who begat Frances who begat me -- if such a

term can be used on the female side" (EE). However, there can be no absolute

identity available in a novel aware of the gap between language and human

experience and, therefore, there can be no way to absolutely render an identity

into language.

All of these contestings of voices invite a reading within Bakhtin's system of

voices. Hís model, though, does not work vyell in this novel if it is perceived as a

stable or fixed structure. lt would be an inappropriate process to separate the

voices into individual competing discourses because the planes are so intricately

tied to one another. lt is sometimes impossible to determine where Charlotle's

voice ends and her mothe/s begins, for example, because Charlotte is so

influenced by her mother. Charlotte answers the question oWho am l?" with the

words "l am my mother's daughter. Or, as she would say, a chip oñ the old bloctC'

(227). Bul several pages later, when she prepares her mother to go to a

restaurant, Charlotte realizes that "l am the mother now, wrapping up the ancient
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child against the chill of an April day" (251). This reversal of roles makes their

relationship ambiguous, an everchanging process rather than something solid.

Similarly, Charlotte's mother's voice begins to appear in Charlotte's discourse, as

in Charlotte's description of a photo of her great-grandiather when her mothe/s

comment -- "He wanted to start a die-nastf'(148) -- "intrudes" on Charlotte's

narrative. And again, when Charlotte looks at a photo of her mother's childhood

homeshe hears her mother's voice: "'l mustn'tgeta shocK" (167). Her mother

uses this phrase whenever she alludes enigmatically to her secret story of the

dead baby. This last instance in lvhich Charlotte's mother's discourse mixes into

Charlotte's voice is especially significant because her mother's story of the baby

becomes central to Charlotte's novel, thus mingling their voices again. More

generally it is impossible to separate individual voices from the influences of the

sunounding society as a whole: people learn to speak and to think in large part

from other people's speaking and thinking. However, publicly these voices must

be taken as separate in order to see how they speak with or against particular

meaning systems, to see which of the general communities each voice shares

meanings with, and to see how they work in the political forum. Again, though,

their separation from each other is far from absolute.

Thomas is very aware of the instability of the writing self, or what Susan

Rudy Dorscht, in an essay on another Thomas novel Blown Figures, calls the

writing "1." Dorscht describes the paradox of the writer writing as a split subjec't: "'l'

exist(s) as something'othe/ than my'self when lspeak orwr¡te" (64-5). The

separation of the writing self and the wr¡tten self parallels what I have been

referring to as the voice in private and public realms. ln autobiography this

situation is even more emphatic, for though the voices of the characters appear to

be speaking for themselves they are in fact being filtered through a central

authorial voice. Charlotte's strategy of recovering potential historical voices, or
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what she thinks her mother would have or should have said, is realized in her

increasing knowledge of her world. These voices are part of Charlotte's truth

rather than some k¡nd of objective "kuth" working to authorize a larger scene.

ln Graven Images the subjectivity of the writer is clearly seen through the

appearance of this split subject. These instances foreground the writing process,

the subject who is doing the writing is somewhere outside the plot or the story,

even ¡f only temporally. Charlotte ofren uses parentheses to expose this

separation: "l was just completing the D when a young man got out of a big old

American car (l was going to say a Chevy, for verisimilitude, but I have no idea

what kind of car it was -- big, dusty, with fins) and went up the front steps of my

aunt's house" (254). Here, the writing process itself is foregrounded, the v,rriting

subject (the self of the parenthetical thought) is split from the experiencing

subject. ln traditional novel-vrriting this addition vyouid be kept secret, perhaps

existing but only as the author's little joke to herself, kept away from the reader in

order to maintain the illusion that the events are happening seamlessly,

immediately, and unimpededly, in the "novy'' of the plot. ln other words, it would

be kept private, away from the reading public, but Charlotte seeks to confess such

secrets.

Therefore, Charlotte's journey becomes an ongoing creation of a self. Her

quest is circular as is her walk from Port lsaac to Port Quin when she mistakenly

circles and returns to her point of depafture without reaching her destination

(1 73). The quest for identity also proves to hold out an elusive destination; it

moves constantly, twisting, eluding the grasp, like language and its shifting

definitions and limited ability to portray the outside world, ln Graven lmages

words are shown to be ever-changing, They evolve through time so that they take

on their own histories. lf even individual words can change meanings, what hope

is ihere ihat seniences or belieís can maintain consisiency oí meaning, or can
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become a graven image? The hope in this novel is that the journey may in fact be

the destination. There exists no ideal that can be reached: as Charlotte notes,

"'Utopia' means'nowhere"' (127).
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CHAPTER 3: Michael Ondaatje's The English Patient

Edward Said, in his book Orientalism discusses the complexities of the

politics involved in the naming of the outside world. He particularly focuses on the

problems in inscribing "the other," represented in his work as the Orient. The

Orient, according to Said, "was almost a European invention" (1) and has more to

do with the interests of the Occident than it does with the realities of the Orient.

His starting assumption is that "the Orient is not an inert fact of nature. lt is not

merely fhere, just as the Occident itself is not just ffiere either" (4). Rather, the

"Orient" is a complex creation produced by the West through "Orientralism," which

is the term Said uses for the Western conception of the East. The Occidenfs

understanding of this eastern region is inescapably tied to Western philosophical

or religious thought, Put another way, the way we name ourselves and our world

determines how we name others and their world. The act of naming "the othe/'

functions in a view such as Said's to say as much about the speaker as it does the

object of speech. Therefore a "true" understanding of another such region is

unattainable. Said's real argument maintains that "Orientalism is -- and does not

simply represent -- a considerable dimension of modern political-intellectual

culture, and as such has less to do with the Orient than it does with 'our'world"

('t2). Approaching the Other, then, becomes a very problematic enterprise.

ln Michael Ondaatje's latest novel, The English Patient, the naming of "the

othe/' involves similar issues. The African desert of Ondaatje's world operates in

many ways in place of the Orient in Said's formulation. The vast and ever-

changing desert presents overt problems in mapping and naming because it is so

visibly mutable, the shifring sand constantly covering up what explorers have
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discovered. ln the Geographical Society in London, however, these problems do

not disturb the traditional study of these unknown lands: the narrator tells us, "the

main speakers, everyone assumes, stay close to the facts, and even obsessive

assumpt¡ons are presented modestly''(134). The members of the society, then,

as the narrator presents them, assume that the Wesfs journey into "the other"

represents a s¡mplê act of discovery followed by a naming of what the sponsored

explorers have found. Even the death of humans initiates little reconsideration, for

the narrator then claims that for the Society "all human and financial behavior lies

on the far side of the issue being discussed -- which is the earth's surface and its

'interesiing geographical problems"' (134). These problems are the facts of the

earth's geography, available to the observing eye and then to the speaking tongue

and writing hand. The assumptions behind such definitions rely on an overriding

faith in objectivity, allowing in turn a faith in the unproblematic linguistic

representat¡on of the new lands, ln Ondaatje's presentation of the imperial

discourse, therefore, the West's belief that the world exists "out there," like Said's

"inerf' space to be discovered, allows a sense of completion, of closure on the

subject. ldentity functions within this discourse as a product rather than as an

ongoing process. The role of the speaker or writer can then be forgotten along

with othe¡' human behavior, lost in the glare of "objective truth."

Kip, the Sikh bomb disposal expert in The Enolish Patient, experiences the

Wesfs inability to name the world in such a way as to include "the other."

Unfortunately, Kip is destined to remain the outsider in the English army, the

English unaware "of his continued presence on the periphery'' (E0). His relation

with the great Western works of art he finds in ltaly would fit into Said's formulation

of the relationship of Orient and Occident. ln his job as sapper, Kip has learned to

distrust everything in a new room, whether alive or inanimate, because of the

possibility of mines, Thus even the artworks he discovers along his way carry
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with them the potential consequence of death. When looking at The Flight of

Emperor Maxentius, for example, he has to lightflares to see, and uses the

grappling ropes and pulleys to lifr himself up close to the painting in the same way

as he searches the heights ofa room for mines. Later, he again hangs

suspended from a ceiling "against the trompe I'oeil . . . as he unthreaded and cut a

fuze wire he had traced to that corner, hidden above the valence" (74). And

several times, including once in the Sistine Chapel, instead of using binoculars,

Kip views art through the sight on his rifle: "The cross hairs shook along the

biblical figures" as he looks "at the ochre faces as if he were searching for a

brother in the crowd" (77). Ondaatje sets up an ambiguous, implicitly dangerous

relationship betv/een Kip and Michelangelo's masterpiece. By extension, the

painting, by viñue of its well-known sþtus in the artwo¡ld and its biblical subject,

comes to represent vrestern art as a v¡hole, and Kip exists in the same potentially

deskuctive relation with its representations. The Western ways of naming the

world include only Western kaditions, they do not include a young Sikh sapper

from lndia.

The war in Ondaatje's novel, in destroying the ltalian villa where the story

takes place, literally blurs the borders in these traditional Western modes of

demarcation. Damaged by mortar-shell, the library becomes a curious mixture of

indoors and outdoors. ln the narrato/s words, it has "adapted itself to this wound,

acceptingthehabitsofweather,eveningstars,thesoundofbirds"(1 1). Thusthe

demarcations of art and life are made unclear; the world is no longer "out there"

when the walls do not clearly mark distinctions. Sufiering even more than the

library is the "destroyed chapel" (1 1), its condition suggesting that the war

damages or threatens traditional beliefs in God or Christian ideals. ln the face of

so much violence and death it becomes difficult to believe that something is

looking out for humans or that humans are capable of good. Religious sources of
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strength that people have turned to in times of sufiering no longer are easily

available.

Therefore, the violence that Ondaatje inkoduces into his story damages

both the rhetor¡cal and physical structures of European imperial domination.

Robert Kroetsch writes, "ln our most ambitious writing we do violence to form"

(108). He goes on to claim, "The renewal does not come from outside, cannot be

brought about by the introduction of new mater¡als into the form. This creature is

a porcupine that can only be violated from within. The porcupine of ego" (1 15).

The porcupine has self-destructed in þE¡gllgLPeljg! in many ways; the

European nations, in their struggle for supremacy in war, have destroyed, at least

temporarily, many of their structures of influence. To rewrite authority in his novel,

then, Ondaatje explodes its structures violently by setting the story in a violent

historical time frame. ln this postcolonial vvorld, in the debris of the villa, lie the

possibilities for new relationships, new inscriptions of authority.

The body in the story figures as geography as well, the site both of

incredible powers of restoration and frightening mortality. lt takes only the news of

a loved one's death to threaten to break the recipient "the way a man dismantling

a mine broke the second his geography exploded" (41). The novel's characters

turn to each other, both physically and verbally, to find some way to rebuild what

they have lost. By sharing their stories, by embracing each other and making

love, they name each other back into existence. But the body as a landscape of

self retains all the problems with identity that conventional geography must

address. The mines that litter the physical world of the lhlian villa where the story

takes place serve as a constant reminder of the bod/s fragility. These reminders,

in turn, threaten to break the spirits, destroy the internal world of the characters

who must tip-toe through the dangers.
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Despite an awareness of the problems with traditional styles of naming the

world, however, Ondaatje's works do try to inscribe the outside world in text. They

are, as is The English Patient, oñen based on historical figures or situations and

they are oñen (especially ln the Skin of a Lion5 and this novel) overtly political in

their content. But Ondaatje always renders the world "out there" with an

awärenêss of the subjectivity of the writer or speaker. When speaking of the

bluning between life and art in Ondaatje's works Linda Hutcheon writes, "they

indeed do seek to represent a reality outside literature, and one of the connections

between life and art is the performing narrator, whose act of search¡ng and

ordering forms part of the nanative itself' (303). Ondaatje's narrators act as

bridges, then, swinging somewhere between life and art. The conspicuousness of

the narrator's performance differentiates Ondaatje's inscription of the world from

that of the London Geographical Society.

Lorraine M. York, in her look at the politics of the gaze in Ondaatje's prose

and poetry, writes that "in The English Patient, there is a complicated dance of

gazes. of acts of perception that speak volumes about gender and colonial powe/'

(82). There is a similarly complicated dance of voices in the novel. Just as the

characters manipulate the gaze in various ways to assert power in their

relationships, so too do they use strategies of authority in their speeches. The

story is told by a number of subjecls, through the voices of characters or, even in

the sections wr¡tten in third person, through the voice of a performing narrator.

Thus any meanings available are sited in a particular voice, always in complex

relations with its speaker.

These tentative possibilities for meaning are fudher complicated by the role

that ¡dent¡ty itself plays in the novel. The stories conlain not only the biases of

their tellers but their complex identities as well. This fact makes it difricult to

determine what the particular biases of the tellers may be, it is diñicult to site their
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discourse either politically or psychically. To further complicate matters, the

characters' roles continuously evolve as the story moves along. The anonymous

English patient speaks from an unknown and then slowly uncovered background;

Kip, the young Sikh sapper, comes from lndia and attempts to reconcile his own

culture with that of his new European surroundings; Hana, with her complex

reasons for wanting to nurse the unknown soldier at the mined ltalian villa, offers

possibilities so ambiguous they shake stable description; and Caravaggio, the

thief-become-spy who must deal with the loss of his thumbs, wrestles with his own

complex relations with the others. Thus the edges of the four characte/s voices

and the narratoas voice blur, forming a group that is as difficult to map as the

desert, The struggle for porver informs this complicated dance, the voices forever

twisting and turning among each other,

Bakhtin's notions of planes of discourse, therefore, open a complex

mapping in this environment as well, lf Graven lmaoes and Fox demanded a

fluidity in applying Bakhtin's model, then Ondaatje's novel asks even more

allowance from us. For in Thomas's novel, where hegemonic discourse entered

through the public domain of the male voice, female discourse, although not easily

definable, at least stood firmly against the assumptions of that male discourse.

And in Fox the dominant voice appeared repeatedly as the capitalists' encoding of

the world. ln the microcosm of the wold that the villa represents in The English

Patient, such a clear manifestation of hegemony in its imperial guise is less

evident. European influence exists, instead, as the numerous intertextualities in

the novel fìgure, as echoes of the past, not as embodied voices. These

authorities, although encoded in the voices of the London Geographical Society,

or appearing in classic novels or great art works, lose their power to a cedain

extent in the interrelations of the characters and narrator in the main drama of the

novel. The old imperial voices no longer have a spokesman within the confines of
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the villa and thus they do not provide a clear standard that the others speak

entirely for or against. Residual in the art and architec'tu¡e, the dominant voices

become either damaged, destroyed or reread in their juxtaposition with intense

human sufiering. ln the play of voices the legitimized voice is weakened, made

more amblguous. Therefore, much of the story, which concerns the personal part

of the relationships within the villa, tells the story of what comes next. ln the

absence of a single dominating voice, the others shifr and slide around each other

even more readily than they would if they stood firmly against one voice.

The English patient appears to be marked by the traditional qualities of

imperial prerogative even though nobody knows who he is. The narrator himself

does not even identify him as "the English patient" until page thirteen and even

then the name emerges within a description, which almost inadvertently releases

the information. An en¡grna, the burned man resembles the unnamed mystery of

the desert he has come from, his body blackened into "aubergine" (4), his

memory vanished. His voice emerges from an init¡al inarticulateness that

compliments his unknown identity. The first allusions to his voice do not include

the words that he says; instead, the narrator reports, "he murmurs" (3), "he

mutters" (4) and "[hle whispers again" (4). The narrator refers to his voice raiher

than to the words constituting his voice. He sounds, and that is the extent of his

voice initially.

Not until his first words appear afrer the first break in the body of the text on

page four does he become a voice rather than simply a referent of the narrato/s

words. The bare availability links the English patienfs voice directly to his charred

body, unrecognizable and unidentified, and therefore of mysterious origin. His

accident has lefr him so uninscribed that he means nothing to the people around

him. They can bring no fixed meaning to him because he cioes not provide a

beginning or even a bodily text to read. However, the original hospital staff at the
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villa thinks he is English and this supposition starts to place him, to name him in

others' minds.

An identity as English initially provides the unknown man with the

privileges that accompany such naming in the postcolonial world. Thus the

English patient's "voice filled the halls" (56), figuring both as highest prioriþ in the

villa and as a constant presence in his environs. As Caravaggio's nurse

describes the unknown patient, "he talks, he talks all the time, he just doesn't

know who he is" (28). The wisdom that he imparts in his stories, his knowledge of

names, of people, and of places throughout history enhance his status. His

history lessons are seductive because they offer identity, a place in history to his

listeners, just as the words offer him a place and time somewhere beyond the bed

he lies in. Even his personal stories concern his time with the Bedouin tribe in

Africa where he was useful for naming the guns they had collected. His attempts

to transport himself somewhere else do not go unnoticed by Hana, who tells

Caravaggio, "He's still in Africa" (33).

All these stories give him a special place in the villa and in the mind of

Hana. As a result he takes the position ofteacher, offering Hana a "lesson about

reading" (94) along with his history lessons. ln the everyday world going on in

every other room and space in the villa and ¡n the surrounding grounds, Hana

"was living like a vagrant, while elsewhere the English patient reposed like a king"

(14). He is the storyteller become king, overrunning Hana with his monologue:

when he names Pico della Mirandola Hana interrupts him - "Thatwas my

nickname when lwas akid. Pico. " (5Ð -- but the patient continues his tale

without so much as acknowledging her more personal story. He assumes the

right to continue with his own train of thought, assumes the license to speak, not

to mention exhibiting terrible rudeness in disregarding Hana and her speech. He
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uses his stories to show his wisdom and knowledge of other people, of other

places, and of a large historical scene,

But he says very little at first about himself in his present situation; indeed,

he avoids anything apt to expose his identity. He confines himself to stories fur

removed from his immediate present tense, preferring to speculate on the original

name of the villa, or to ruminate on great painting or writing, subjects behind

which he can hide his own story. Any private information that would place him

more specifically in a subjective site of speech, and therefore expose his

limitations, he simply elides or suppresses. He acts instead as an omniscient

narrator, hiding in the background, avoiding those private subjects that would

expose the individual and therefore subjective sources of his discourse. The

narrator aids in this process by leaving out parts of the patienfs story. The burned

man's own voice at times figures as actual silence, transcribed as a blank page:

"Let me tell you about plums, he says. When lwas a boy . . ." (46);the rest of

this story is lost to the reader, figuring as it does in the white anonymity of the

paper. The potentially personal content of the story the narrator, himself, as if in

collusion, keeps a secret. The accumulated air of mystery surrounding the

patients identity and his speeches invites others to fill in the blanks. ln the

absence of information that would limit speculation, characters tend to see what

they need in the figure of this anonymous man. And in the atmosphere of danger

and chaos that surrounds the villa, the characiers desire the stability that he

seemingly can provide.

Thus, the English patienfs voice enjoys weight accorded it by its enigmatic

source and its effects on listeners, a power comparable to what operates in the

capitalisVmale voice in fu, and in the male voice in Graven lmages. However,

Ondaatje inscribes other voices in similar ways. Caravaggio, for instance, a

second authority figure in the novel, emerges like the first from a silence. We
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meet Caravaggio in the hospital where he has not spoken to anyone,

"communicating by signals and grimaces, now and then a grin. He had revealed

nothing, not even his name, just wrote out his serial number, which showed he

was with the Allies" (27). Like the English patient, Caravaggio provides only the

barest details: his numerical and ofücial identification, his physical needs. He

breaks his silence, though, when, upon hearing Hana's name spoken by a group

in the hospital, he acts like a concerned parent, no longer worried about the safety

his own secrets can guarantee but instead about her well being. He reappears to

Hana as a voice from the past, as a loving uncle. Having remembered on the kain

an incident from her childhood when she was to have her tonsils removed, he

greets her with these words: "Tell me what a tonsil is" (30). Caravaggio's speech

offers forms of identity similar to those the English patients stories address, open

a place in history, but Caravaggio gives Hana a much more personal story than

the English patient does. Caravaggio's is a point of contact in the form of a shared

moment from the past which is a loving ofier of naming, of identifying.

The narrator withholds Caravaggio's name, as well, paralleling his

suppression of the English patient's identity, When Caravaggio is finally named,

it is in the phrase, "the man named Caravaggio" (31), notthe man with the name,

but the man named, which makes the naming a process, a verb, rather than a

recognition of a given reality or shte.6 He is not simply Caravaggio, but a man

named Caravagg io. His reminiscences of Hana as a girl and his love for her

compel him to challenge the jurisdiction he feels the English patient exercises

over her. Caravaggio seeks to jar Hana out of what he views as an unhealthy

attachment to her patient. A lengthy exchange between Hana and Caravaggio will

help to explain the complexities involved in his attempts to free Hana from the

English patiênf s power:

"Why do you adore him so much?"
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"l love him."

"You don't love him, you adore him,"

"Go away, Caravaggio. Please."

"You've tied yourself to a corpse for some reason."

"He is a saint, I think. A despairing saint, Are there such things? Our

desire is to protect them."

"He doesn't even care!"

"l can love him."

"A twenty-year-old who throws herself out of the world to love a ghostl"

Caravaggio paused. "You have to protect yourself from sadness.

Sadness is very close to hate. Let me tell you this. This is the thing I

learned. lf you take in someone else's poison - thinking you can cure them

by sharing it -- you will instead store it within you. Those men in the desert

were smarter than you. They assumed he could be useful. So they saved

him, but when he was no longer useful they lefi him." (45)

I would like to suggest that Caravaggio vies for authority in Hana's life. His

language here shows that he attempts to influence her thinking, setting her right in

ways that the English patient practices in his lessons. Caravaggio corrects her

term "love" with his preferred word, "adore," thereby disallowing her definition of

how she feels about the English patient. Caravaggio sees Hana worshipping the

English patient ratherthan loving in an equal and reciprocal manner. The

assedions of fact through which he tries to tell her what she has done or is doing,

and the imperative "You have to . . . " in the final paragraph, build on his attempt

to restructure her thoughts. ln choosing the imperative he assumes that he

occupies a position which gives him with the license to tell her what to do, His

growing exasperation and desperation to convince her is indicated by the

exclamation points at the end of the two remarks - "He doesn't even care!" and "A
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twenty-year-old who throws herself out of the world to love a ghostl" -- before the

f nal paragraph; Caravaggio is trying, by getting louder and more forceful, to

verbally wrench Hana out of what he considers a dangerous attachment to her

patient. His pause before his final advice serves to quiet the tone before he tries

another tack. The tone changes but the central motivation of reformulating her

ideas remains the same. He ofrers her some of his wisdom, wisdom gained

through experience, to counteracl the seductive allure of the English patient.

But Caravaggio, whatever his superficial resemblance to the English

patient, ofiers his advice and wisdom as a giñ of love. He is concerned for Hana's

well-being and he tries to challenge her notions of her relationship with her patient

because he thinks these may bring her harm. He sounds like a father desperate

to protect his daughter from a perceived threat. The emotions of his tone show his

intent, they make the words work as a mode of contact and difierentiate his

speech from the more even tone of the English patients words, Caravaggio seeks

to reshape her thoughts for her own sake, thinking that he knows who the English

patient really is, and what threat he represents. He tries to save her from sadness,

not by ofiering her the happiness a lover would, but the supportive love that a

father or uncle might ofier.

lronically, Hana, who is so susceptible to the English patienfs words warily

warns Caravaggio: "Don't touch me if you're go¡ng to try and fuck me" (44). But

he seems more interested in ofiering her a difrerent form of love, one informed by

the sadness of seeing her slumped over tt¡e table weeping. Thus the outward

resemblance of his language to the language of control reveals the trickiness of

words rather than telling similarities between speakers. Although the English

patienfs and Caravaggio's discourses are stylistically related, there remain cruc¡al

differences in the motivation of the speakers,
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punishment cannot be explained away by language in her mind.7 lt is important

to note that Hana's comments operate here, as elsewhere they sometimes

operate, as silences within the drama of the novel; Caravaggio does not hear her

nor does anyone else because she simply thinks these words. lt is the narrator

who has brought her thoughts to the attention of the reader and thus, though her

voice is empowered, it does not impinge upon Caravaggio's discourse,

Furthermore, Hana's discourse is not independent of the kinds of stability

that these men appêar to ofier, Her words seem to expose a search for the

authority that is missing from her life. Her love for the English patient is haunted

by her memories of Patrick, her step-father, who has been burned to death in a

dove cot and with whom Hana seems almost to confuse the English patient. Her

apparent search for a replacement originates in the emptiness lefr after Hana's

spirit broke like a bomb upon hearing of his death:

Nurses too became shell-shocked from the dying around them. Or from

something as small as a letter. They would carry a severed arm down a

hall, or swab at blood that never stopped, as if the wound were a well, and

they began to believe in nothing, trusted nothing. They broke the way a

man dismantling a mine broke the second his geography exploded. The

way Hana broke in Santa Chiara Hospital when an oñicial walked dov¡n the

space between a hundred beds and gave her a letter that told her of the

death of her father. (41)

Her sense of "nothing" arises as well from the loss of her child:

"l couñed one man and he died and the child died. I mean, the child didn't

just die, lwas the one who deshoyed it. After that I stepped so far back no

one could get near me. . . . Then I met him, the man burned black. Who

turned out to be, up close, an Englishman." (85)
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The phrase "the man burned blaclC' draws in her memories of her father's death

and resulting absence. Hana's relationship with the English patient would seem

to belie a need to replace the "nothing" that she has been lefr with afier the death

of Patrick. Her envisioning of her patient as a "despairing saint," whom she must

look añer, shows a need to believe that the English patient is more than just

another wounded soldier. Also of note is her acceptance of the patienfs identity

as "English" and the traditions of privilege the term contains in a colonial world.

Her turnaround, signalled by the word "then" in her account of meeting him,

implies that this man has been able to fill that nothing, that is he has been able to

give her a "saint" to believe in. Furthermore, her loss of both father and child may

mean that this lack is partly one of generational continuity, of her history coming

from something and moving to something. A sense of not belonging to a familial

continuum may explain why she finds the English patient's histories so seductive;

they give her a sense of continuity and therefore stability when she can no longer

find it in her personal life. She may be trying to replace, or to manage, her own

story by grafring onto his more public histories.

Kip, the fourth main character in the novel, also appears mysteriously,

initially unidentified, in the darkness of night and in a rainstorm so heavy he is

exposed only by lightning flashes. The narrator simply refers to this new

character as "a Sikh" (63); as we get to know more about him we learn he is a

bomb sapper with the British army. He finally speaks (about fifteen pages afrer

his first appearance) when he tells Caravaggio where he is from: "'l grew up in

lndia, Uncle. You wash your hands all the time. Before all meals. A habit. lwas

born in the Punjab"' (76). We learn his name eleven pages later: "The sappe/s

nickname is Kip. . . . He had no idea what a kipper was, but the young Sikh had

been . . . translated into a salty English fish. Within a week his real name, Kirpal

Singh, had been forgotten" (87). The naming of this character emphas¡zes the
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act; we gather the identities from the page until we finally learn his real name, only

to find that it is removed from him. His real name does not function in his new

environment; his connection to the English "kippe/'foregrounds Said's notion that

the act of naming has more to do with the namer than with the named. Kip's

renaming also raises the question of who has the power to name, whose

prerogative it is in the name of confusion to rename another. ln the case of Kip's

nickname, it is an ofücer, a milihry authority, who provides the connection with a

kipper. More generally, it is the imperial centre that func{ions with the power that

permits it to rename elements peripheral to it. Once Kip enters an area of the

world where he and his habits appear to be unusual, his name is "hanslated," his

culture's rituals explained within a foreign language,

Operating on the periphery of his new society, Kip is initially characterized

by silence, as an absence of voice. He does communicate but often in nonverbal

gestures: Hana and Caravaggio see him "waving lazily towards the house"; he

"pui out his palm and snapped his fingers" to warn Caravaggio to get away vrhile

he defuses a bomb; and "he is always humming or whistling" (74). Kip is able to

communicate, then, but his methods make us aware of the minimal position he

occupies in this world. Occasionally, Kip's discourse appears to the reader more

directly as well, as when, to view the statue of the Virgin Mary, he again aims his

rifle not only at art but also a Western religious icon:

He swung the sights up to her face and studied her again. A difrerent look

in the fading light around her. A face which in the darkness looked more

like someone he knew. A sister. Someday a daughter. lf he could have

parted with it, the sapper would have lefr something there as his gesture.

But he had his own faith afrer all. (E0)

This passage moves very close to free indirect discourse, Both the recognition of

a familiar face and the grammatically incomplete sentences which convey these
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thoughF and operate like poetry, give the illusion that they reflect Kip's intimate

thoughts. The phrase "añer all" in the final sentence increases this efiect, adding

an informal quality, and a modal shading, to the words. The content of the

passage shows Kip's ambiguous relationsh¡p with the West, He wanls to fit into

this new world, yet he sees many reminders of his own culture. The "afrer all" in

this passage, however, hints at the inevitability of his final exclusion from the

discourses of the West.

Kip voices his desires to fit into the Western world in more oved forms of

discourse as well. First of all there is his relationship with his mentor Lord Suffolk,

whom, the narrator tells us, Kip "adored" (186). This word, "adored," already

carries negative connotations in its echoes of Caravaggio's conversation with

Hana, whose damaging adoration of the English patient is painfully apparent.

Then, in Kip's repetition of the phrase "drawn by desire" when signing the map

that he has drawn (an imiüation that prompts the narrator to tell us that Kip "was

beginning to love the English" (190)), Kip further reveals the infatuation he has

with English customs and ways of naming. This phrase carries also a pun on the

word "drawn" in its second meaning of "attract' or "lure," pointing more clearly to

Kip's love of the English.

Kip's disagreement with his brother over how to react to the British

presence in lndia fur.thers the notions that Kip wants to fit himself into, rather than

challenge, the imperial centre. lnstead of openly fighting English laws as his

brother does, Kip chooses to remain silent:

"Quite early on I had discovered the overlooked space open to those of us

with a silent life. I didn't argue with the policeman who said I couldn't cycle

over a certain bridge or through a specific gate in the fort - ljust stood

there, still, until I was invisible, and then I went through,' (200)
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Kip's decision to remain silent rather than to confront the English dominance with

his own rights reflects his desire to fit in to that world, Kip's invisibility parallels the

unemotional delivery of his words. His refusal of the emotional reaction that his

brother displays ¡s reflec'ted in the tone of his speech. This tone is especially

apparent in the second sentence where Kip relates his strategy of passivity when

confronted by the policeman. His sentence is intenupted, or slowed down, first by

a dash and then three commas within the next line. These pauses act to give the

passage a relaxed tone. The words are unhunied, the sentence is seemingly in

no rush to complete its meaning. This sentence structure parallels Kip's own

patience as he waits for the policeman to forget about him, until, once invisible,

Kip can go through. Kip's emotionless passivity suggests that he seeks to fit into

the rational world of the English patient and Lord Suffolk.

The bridge in this scene suggests a link with my earlier image of the

narrator as a bridge between life and art, Kip hopes that if he behaves he will

eventually be allowed to cross the bridge on his bicycle and gain access to the

world on the other side. That world operates as having the right to nanate, to tell

stories, to represent life in art. By not asserting his right to cross the bridge,

however, Kip refuses his right to narrate his own story, instead giving it over to

those whom the colonial situation empowers with the right to name and speak.

The difference between Kip's rationality and passiveness and his mentors', then,

is simple -- Kip occupies a site of less power than the English. He tries to reach

that position of ascendance from which he can then util¡ze the images and

strategies of art that would seem to be available. Kip is on the periphery of these

modes of understanding the world, however. Precisely because they exclude him,

they are not capable of including the difierences that he embodies. Kip must

inevitably speak from his own perspective and derive the power to speak from that
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po¡nt of view rather than try to appropriate a perspective innately destructive to

him.

Overlying these four voices is the nanator who "controls" the others by

filtering the voices in the villa. Ondaatje captures the sense that no voice is truly

autonomous in large part with his frequent use of free indirect discourse. For

instance, when describing Kip's thoughts of the Queen of Sheba while he clings to

the muddy river bank, the narrator writes in third-person omniscient, keeping his

distance from the charac{er. But suddenly he shifts into free indirect discourse:

"He would pull the veil ofr her hair, He would put his right hand between her neck

and olive blouse" (70). The use of modal verbs (he "would") is, according to

Michael Toolan, a marker of free indirect discourse, "expressing judgments (from

the character-'spea ke/) about the probability or obligatoriness of the denoted

action or state actually happening" (123). ln the passage quoted, the verb "would"

does not refer to an act that Kip habitually does but rather something he wants to

do at some unknown opportunity in the future, lt is this indirect disclosure of his

desires that marks the passagê as frêe ¡ndirect discourse.

Ondaatje utilizes sfategies like these oñen in this work: if Hana "were a

writer she would collect her pencils and notebooks and favorite cat and write in

bed. Strangers and lovers would never get pastthe locked doo¡'' (49); and

Caravaggio is a "naked thief. A naked assassin. Should he move -- his hands

move outto break a neck -- towards the couple on the bed?" (37). The narrator

moves in close to these characters' discourses with this strategy. His interruption

of Caravaggio's question in the second example shows his proximity by illustrating

it on the page. His description of Caravaggio's hands is separated by dashes,

literally within the free indirect discourse which operates much more as

Caravaggio's own voice. ln this way the narrator is never forgotten in the text.

Ondaatje uses free indirect discourse for all four main characters in the villa,
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swooping in close to their consciousness and then backing otr. This constiant

movement destabilizes the reader because it gives him no point of reference from

which consistently to view the character's perspectives. The foregrounded role of

the nanator among these voices, then, gives them something in common, some

elusive yet unhidden centre where they gather before appearing on the page.

That role provides Bakhtin's kind of authorial cenke within the villa, guiding the

other voices onto the page.

Because the narrator occupies this centre, he decides which voices carry

weight in their meetings with others. ln The English Patient the voices show

mixtures of authority and vulnerability. All four characters have license to speak,

yet Caravaggio and the English patient assume a right to speak that Hana and Kip

do not. But since the narrator includes the thoughts and asides ofthese other two,

within the context of the story at the villa, no voices enjoy a hegemony over the

others, And, with his open performance, the narrator does not claim absolute

control ofthe for¡r voices in the drania. lf he represents the centre, this cenire is

stable neither in its positioning nor in its power. The narrator's discourse, like the

discourse of his characters, exists in a position to be disputed or confirmed. ln

making his narrator a "character" in the novel, therefore, Ondaatje lessens his

narrator's presence, The openness ofthe narratods performance exposes both

his powers of storytelling and the subjective limitations of what he does.

The reasons for storytelling, the desirability of telling our own and others'

stories, are not lost in this novel despite its awareness of the complex problems

involved in narration. Accepting that representing the world and its people

absolutely remains impossible, the act of telling each other's stories can still

provide impoñani moments of contact and undersianding. There exists a need in

this novel for talking and storytelling and therefore an inevitability to naming as

shown in the hesitant but acknowledged need to name each character. Even a
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descriptive phrase like "the English patienf'comes to operate as a proper noun.

So do the constructions, "the -------, the secret wind of the deserf' (16) and the "-

------ kibe" (95), in which the blank, or the silence, becomes a kind of naming as

well. ln these patterns the unsayable becomes named in its not being spoken.

Robert Kroetsch writes that the "possibility of silence, finally, is only a provocation

into speech. Foucault tells us that'every language . . . erec{s itself vertically

against death.'8 This erection must issue into speech; speech must issue into

story" (109). Thus, the only silence is death, the only life, speech and story. For

the four victims of this war the only way to ward off the death that surrounds them

is to speak, They experience a compulsion to re-substantiate themselves, to

launch their stories into the world.

Speaking and listening enables the characters to explore their relationships

with each other, to support each other, and to love each other while they try to

rebuild their lives. Caravaggio, when warning Hana of the dangers of the English

patient, says, "Talkers seduce, words direct us into corners" (121) but afrer

listening to the English patienfs story, Caravaggio admits to him, "l've become

more fond of you than most of the people I worked with" (252). ln effect,

Caravaggio, as a result of listening to the patient's story, has fallen in love with the

man he once thought was his enemy. Caravaggio needs to know who this

unknown man is, first to identify the enemy, and then, as he tells the burned man,

to complete the narrative: "'l lost the last part of your story. I didn't know what

happened to you"' (252). His desire parallels Ondaatje's own need, as he tells

Eleanor Wachtel, to fill in the enigmatic man's story when the character was f rst

conceived: "Almost the first image I had was of this man who was a complete

mystery to me. I had to find out who he was" (254). Ondaatje's creative impulse,

his need to explore and make sense of the world, then, connects with

Caravaggio's need to complete his own story. And Caravaggio's impulse allows
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him to form a relationship with another human being. Again in free indirect

discourse, Caravaggio maintains that the English patient tells the love story to

explain his pain: "This man he believes to be Almasy has used him and the

morphine to return to his own world, for his own sadness. lt no longer matters

which side he was on during the wa/' (251). Almasy's story comes flowing out,

elucidaiing his preference for the German side over the Allies simply so that he

could get back to the cave to find his love, Katherine. ln telling the story Almasy

gives himself away, identifies himself despite the fact that he speaks to his enemy.

And with those words he loses his "English" ¡dentity, shedding the skin of its

imperial hegemony at the same time. He can no longer "represent the centre of

Empire," writes Stephen Scobie, because "as a patient he is no longer an active

force, and as Almasy he is no longer even English" (99). ln losing his assumed

"name" and in reacquiring his original name, he becomes instead simply a man

who has suffered. The pain that Caravaggio hears in the love story enables him

to grow to love the bedridden man. For Caravaggio knows about pain, has been

wounded by the war too, has lain silent in a hospital bed. And so this part of

Almasy's story becomes more crucial than details of name and nationality.

ln Ondaatje's fictional world, with all the problems of speaking in an

environment which Said envisions and Ondaatje seems to understand, an open

subjectivity would seem to be one way of inscribing "the othe/'that evades the

hegemonic destruction that Said says the West has turned on the East. By not

demanding absolute definitions of ourselvès or "the other," we may see the way

clear to relations of equaliÇ, for story as gifi rather than pure lesson. ln this

envisioning things can be re.said, redefìned and rebuilt because no topic is ever

truly closed, Hegemonic power falls away and leaves authority to become part of

a conslant negotiation,
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Ondaatje uses the metaphor ofthe war to break down the influence of such

hegemony for four people in ltaly at the end of the fighting. ln essence, influence

in Ondaatje's novel is much more dialogic (in Bakhtin's sense) than monologic aÉ

would be (in traditional renderings). Legitimacy becomes a shared entity that

passes from person to person, from voice to voice and story to story rather than

residing entirely ¡n one source. As Ondaatje dissolves some of the traditional

renderings of power, the vying for a new authority among these voices becomes

very interesting. By listening to others'stories, the speaker comes to the fore in

her individuality, while stereotypes and already-fixed meanings lose their absolute

hold.

However, sunounding this personal story of four people in an ltalian villa,

hierarchies remain in their public forms. The final bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki represents a reassertion of traditional authority and cultural hegemony

and a literal silencing of "the other." Perhaps this inscription is inevitable, for

despite the reinscription among the characters, the outside world does not always

operate under dialogic terms. Nor does it leave the characters alone, for the love

between Kip and Hana does noi always work in spiie of their abilities to talk

together: when Ktp is across the room fronr Hana, "lf he could walk across the

room and touch her he would be sane, But between them lay a treacherous and

complex journey" (1 13). Part of this complexity is represented by Almasy who lies

in the bed between them and "woke at any sound" (1 13), but another part exists

outside his realm: Hana "did not believe she could turn fully to him [Kip] and be

his lover" (272). Iher bodies, like their geographies, are too far apart, they

cannot understand each other enough to make their relationship work. The public

world of culture and country intrudes on the¡r dreams. The characters, therefore,

fall short of closing the gap between self and other even though the novel rewrites

authority in a private realm. Although on a private level of individuals and their
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mortal bod¡es and vo¡ces authority is rewritten, on a public level of nations,

cultures and languages such privilege remains. And as Hana says, "'l believe the

personal will forever be at war with the public"' (292).
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NOTES

lI am going to use the word "voice" very loosell,to include not onfy direct discourse i¡ the
texl but also indirect discoursc (terms I defi¡e in the essay), personal letters, newspapel
articles, and other discursive mediums. It may be more coffecT to use the word
"perspectivc" rather than "voicc" because at times there is not even the illusion ofa
character speaking. "Voice," however, is a suitable metaphor because it implies an
exploration ofwhat perspective the reade¡ is being encouragecl to "Iisten" to. Stytistically
and philosophically, each perspective operales with specific power. sources within the novel
wlúch I equale with fhe authoríty of the voice.

2See. f'or example. Helene Cixous's essav "Ca.stralion or Decapifation?" i¡ Roben Con
Dav'is' Contempor¡n Litcra¡]' Cljticism: l-iteral]' ancl Cultuml Sfr¡die s (Nen' Yor.k:
Longgnan, 1989). l-oril Moi's "I;erninist, Female. Feminine" i¡ Cathedne Belsev and.tanc
\{oole's _l-hc Feminist Rc¡de
(Nen Yorl;: Basil lll¡ckrvcll. 1989). ancl llashel Blau DuPlcssis's "For thc Dtruscans" in
Illainc Shorvalter's 'I'hc' Ncn Feminist Criticisnl: Essat's on \\romen. Litcmturc. and Theoq.
(\.'r., )'olk: Panthr.on tsooks, i985) fol disoussi<¡ns that, among other things. point to thc
implicit hielarchìes in llaclitional malei lèllalr. :ìnd related bin¡tie-s. Jacque-c l)en'ida's s,ork
uiralìcngcs binarl logic wilh lhç tlecorrst¡olionisl slriìteEr,'of decenlering the logic's prcnriscs
in ess¡vs like "Sll'uctule. Sisn. an(l Plat- in the l)iscoul.se of (he Human Scienoes" in his
ìYritir¡g iin¡l l)iffcrcncc (Chir;ago: Uni,ucrsi¡' of Chicago Pless, 1 978) whilc Linda
liutcllcon describes a "both and" approach r¡r hel A Poetics of Postlnodernisnr: Histol].
Thr-or]. Ficlion (Nqv York: Routlcdge, l98tl).

3I am using the term "impliecl author" to avoid the suggestion that the autholial comments I
fi¡d in the lext also rcveal the politics of \4argarct Srvcatman. the author. À4y source f'or
this lenr is \\:avnc Ilooth as discussed in Leech and Shon. Thefi'rationale is consislent
u'ith m¡,ou'n: "[\\¡itholrt an implied authorl u,e would have to ascribe automatjcalh, the
viervs exprr:ssed lluouglr a wolk to llìLì ¡r¡thor. hifitsulf. . . , Aulhor.s lt.l¡.-\, \¡eß' often bclieve
the views which they are putting forward. but there is no necessary reason wh¡r they
should, and in the normal situation. where we do not k¡ow the author's views from some
extemal source, it is not reasonable to make the trarsference tom the wotk to the man,'
(260-1). I will still use "author" meaning Sweatlnan rvhen discussing stlategies ofencoding
(rvhat she does) buf not in speaking of eflècfs on The reader (rvhaf happens wilhin rhe texT).

4Perhaps not coincidentsllj, Sweatman has also qritten a plav entitled Kore in Ilell
(Wiruripeg: Pachyderm Press, 1 99.3).

5cor<ion Gamlin's article, "l\{ichael Ondaa{je's'In the Skin of'a Lion'and the Oral
Nanativc," for inslanùc, focusses on the political elcrnenls of Ondaa{e's clioice of suir.jcct;
"In the Skin of a l-ion revises Toronto's civic history, \\hilc oiïìcial aocourìls mclltion
chicfl¡ thc loln's ciq plarmcrs and colpolations, Ondaatlc allots less narrative spacÈ to
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such fi¡nctionaries and their visions and concentates on those who built the cify and their

stories irstead" (68).

6Thi" *r. fulher complicate s the nofion of identit-v for readers of ondaatje's works, as il
carries with it this cha¡acter's history ûom Ondaatje's ln the Skin of a Lion, D, Mark
Simpson extends the "identity" of Caravaggio further: "the character simultaneousþ

invokes a historical lineage extending back to the ltalian baroque, so as to pass between

twin fictions of liferature and historv" (225).

Tlonaine York sees Hana's indepcndcncc as more m¿rked still. In writing about Hana's

control ofher gaze when the two sappers appear in the dark as she plays the piano. York
writes that Hana "refuses to allorv those trvo supreme signifiers of patriarchal power, msn

and guns, to dominate more than her peripheral vision for those few minutes" (83)

SThis quotation K¡oetsch gels from \4ichel Foucault's Language. Counle r-\'f cmon'.

Practice: Selectsd Essa],s and Interviews. t¡ans. Donald F. Bouchard and She4'Simon

Qthaca: Cornell Universiq' Press. 1977) 60.
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